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Resumo 
A presente dissertação, desenvolvida no âmbito do Mestrado em Engenharia e Gestão 

Industrial, pretende estudar uma integração economicamente sustentável das tecnologias de 

informação e comunicação nas operações de recolha de resíduos sólidos urbanos. Mais 

concretamente, é estudada a utilização de sensores de ultrassom que, quando instalados dentro dos 

contentores, são capazes de medir o seu nível de enchimento. Atualmente, as rotas de recolha são 

bastante ineficientes, pois são rotas fixas que não dependem dos níveis reais de resíduos. O uso desta 

tecnologia fornecerá informação que possibilita a introdução de rotas dinâmicas e mais eficientes, ao 

mesmo tempo que reduz o número de transbordos dos contentores. 

Contudo, os custos de implementar esta tecnologia ainda são muito elevados. Nesta 

dissertação serão estudados critérios e estratégias que permitam identificar quais os contentores, de 

uma determinada população, em que a sua monitorização seja mais vantajosa. Assim, o principal 

objetivo desta dissertação é estudar a aplicação de diferentes métodos de seleção de um reduzido 

número de contentores para serem monitorizados, procurando-se reduzir os custos de investimento 

associados ao uso de sensores, ao mesmo tempo que se mantém os benefícios desta tecnologia. 

Para tal, são analisadas as operações de recolha do material papel da ERSUC – uma empresa 

que atua na região litoral centro de Portugal – no município de Soure, donde se concluiu que monitorizar 

apenas uma fração dos contentores pode permitir reduções nos custos de 11% quando comparado 

com toda a população ser monitorizada e de 21% quando comparado com o cenário atual. 

 

 

Palavras-Chave: Gestão de Resíduos, Recolha de Resíduos, Resíduos Sólidos Urbanos, Sensores, 

Rotas Dinâmicas, Monitorização Remota. 
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Abstract 
The present dissertation, developed within the Industrial Engineering and Management Master’s 

program, intends to study an economically sustainable incorporation of information and communication 

technologies on the collection operations of solid wastes. More precisely, it’s studied the implementation 

of ultrasonic sensors that, when installed inside the containers, are capable of measuring its filling level. 

The current collection routes are quite inefficient, since they are fixed routes that don’t depend on the 

real waste levels. The use of this technology will provide information that enables the introduction of 

dynamic and more efficient collection routes, while the number of overfull containers is also reduced. 

However, the costs of implementing such technology are still very high. In this dissertation are 

studied criteria and strategies which may allow to identify what are the containers, of a certain 

population, in which their monitorization is more beneficial. Therefore, the main objective of this 

dissertation is to study the application of different methods for selecting a reduced number of containers 

to be monitored, in order to reduce the investment costs associated to the use of sensors, while 

maintaining the benefits of using this technology. 

For this purpose, it is analysed the collection operations of ERSUC – company that operates in 

the central west coast of Portugal –, in the municipality of Soure, from where it was concluded that 

monitoring only a fraction of the containers may allow a cost reduction of 11% when compared to all 

containers being monitored and of 21% when compared to the current situation. 

 

 

Keywords: Waste Management, Waste Collection, Municipal Solid Waste, Sensors, Dynamic Routing, 

Remote Monitoring. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Context and Motivation 

Waste is part of our everyday lives. The production of waste as a side result of human activities 

is unavoidable, and long gone are the times when the waste produced by us could be recycled by Earth’s 

natural processes. This situation affects directly the quality of life and health of the populations all over 

the world, as well the environment and, therefore, appears the need to manage these undesirable by-

products, i.e., societies need to have waste management (The Environmental Literacy Council, 2015).  

On top of that, not only the world’s population is increasing, but it’s also growing in terms of 

prosperity, urbanization and of technological developments. These factors are linked to an increasing 

consumption of goods, which means that, per capita, more natural resources are being used and more 

quantity of waste is being discarded (Kaza et al., 2018; Vergara & Tchobanoglous, 2012). Statistics 

according to Kaza et al. (2018) reveal that the world generates 2,01 billion tonnes of municipal solid 

waste per year, and that value is expected to grow to 3,40 billion tonnes as the year of 2050 arrives. 

Municipal solid waste management (MSWM) has become incredibly complex and a centrepiece 

in the quest for building a more sustainable, modern, healthy and inclusive world. As a result, more than 

ever, is critical that cities and communities improve their solid waste management systems, being of 

utter importance to consider and to integrate waste management principles in the models of economic 

growth and innovation. It’s fundamental that governments and entities find smarter and more sustainable 

ways to manage waste, promoting an efficient economic growth while minimizing the environmental 

impacts (Kaza et al., 2018; Vergara & Tchobanoglous, 2012).  

One of the major problems of MSWM today is the lack of efficiency on the collection of solid 

wastes and associated transportation. Being the collection the costliest step in solid waste management, 

companies have been trying to find ways for tackling these inefficiencies with the integration of new 

information and communication technologies (ICTs). One example is the use of sensors that allow the 

measurement of the amount of waste existing inside a container in real time. By monitoring the real 

levels of waste, companies can develop models capable of responding to changes in the demand for 

collection and, consequently, they can optimize the collection routes and reduce the number of 

unnecessary pickups. Thus, with this technology, companies can have savings in fuel consumption and 

make a more proper use of their trucks, while mitigating the emissions of pollutant gases associated 

with the transportation (Anagnostopoulos et al., 2015; Gonçalves, 2014; Ion & Gheorghe, 2014; Longhi 

et al., 2012; Ramos et al., 2018).  

The development of algorithms that permit to define dynamic collection routes, that change 

according to the needs of any given moment, it’s a topic that has been receiving attention by the 

academic community, being already several the approaches proposed that confirm the ICTs’ potential. 

Gonçalves (2014) suggested a technological system for the planning and management of truck 

collection routes and test it in a simulation environment, where it was possible to see the reduction on 

the number of routes performed, the total distance travelled, the number of containers visited, and the 

amount of hours worked by the employees. However, the author verified that the costs of installing the 

ultrasonic sensors in all containers were very high and wouldn’t overcome the benefits of having them.  
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The present dissertation comes as a result of Gonçalves’ work and his conclusions. Waste 

collection systems are complex ones that involve thousands of containers. Even if this type of 

technologies allows us to better understand these systems and to gain insights from the data collected, 

they are still very pricey, and it is necessary to develop financially more sustainable strategies for 

integrating them into the waste collection activities.  

For that, it will be analysed in this work in which circumstances makes sense to have a sensor 

embedded in a container to measure its filling level, and a set of criteria, that takes into account the 

containers’ characteristics and their relevance to the problem, will be identified. Therefore, several 

methods for selecting only a reduced number of containers to be monitored will be proposed. It will be 

studied how these methods allow reducing the investment costs associated with the use of the ultrasonic 

sensor technology (by monitoring only a reduced number of containers), while trying to maintain the 

benefits inherent to its use. Thus, a trade-off analysis between the cost and benefits of monitoring all 

the containers, or only the containers proposed by each method, will be done in order to comprehend 

the feasibility of the proposed solutions. 

In order to perform this study, it will be studied the real-case scenario of the paper/cardboard 

collection operations, in the municipality of Soure. These operations are carried out by ERSUC, which 

is a waste collection company that operates in the central west coast of Portugal.  

 

1.2. Dissertation’s Objectives 
The main objective of the present dissertation is to develop methods for selecting a reduced 

number of containers to be monitored, in a given collection area. With this, it is intended to evaluate and 

compare how the different methods effect the day-to-day collection operations, under a dynamic 

collection policy. This must be done by studying a real-case scenario, i.e., by analysing the individual 

characteristics of real containers.  

It’s also essential to perform a financial analysis, to understand if the proposed methods can 

help reducing the overall costs when compared to the current waste collection policy and to the scenario 

where all the containers are monitored. Finally, recommendations for the company will be devised. 

In order to achieve these main objectives, the following secondary objectives are also 

contemplated: 

• Contextualize the solid waste management sector; 

• Present the potential benefits of integrating ICTs and, more specifically, the ultrasonic 

sensor technology on waste collection activities; 

• Identify and characterize the problem of this work; 

• Review of previous studies that address containers’ characteristics that may be worth 

considering when installing sensors in a limited number of containers; 

• Gather insights about traditional sensor placement problems; 

• Introduce two routing problems, such as the TSP and the VRP, to better understand the 

context of optimizing waste collection routes, in order to gain knowledge that can be 

helpful when deciding how to strategically place the sensors;  

• Identify the gap in the literature that supports the development of the present work; 
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1.3. Dissertation’s Methodology 

In order to achieve the objectives mentioned, it was adopted the following methodology: 

Contextualization of the solid waste management sector → The modus operandi was to start 

from the most-wide ranging topic and then start narrowing into the more specific subject matters that led 

to the identification of the problem under consideration. The basis for the investigation was both web 

research and scientific databases like Science Direct, Google Scholars and Research Gate.  

Literature review → In this stage, it is performed a literature review on the aspects, practices 

and other topics worth considering when installing sensors in containers. The research was done by 

exploring the previously mentioned scientific databases. Some of the keywords used were: Waste 

Collection, Route Optimization, Sensor, Remote Monitoring, Dynamic Routing, Sensor Placement, 

Routing Problem. 

Development of the sensor placement methods → In this stage, the methods for selecting the 

containers are developed, taking into account the ideas and criteria extracted from the literature review. 

Development of a dynamic collection policy→ This stage consists on developing a dynamic 

collection policy that will be used to validate the methods proposed by simulating the day-to-day waste 

collection operations of each one. 

Data collection  → In this stage, real data from ERSUC regarding each individual container will 

be collected and analysed. These data are used to describe the current situation, but also to statistically 

model the waste demand, which is necessary for simulating the day-to-day collection operations. 

Testing the proposed methods with the real-case scenario data → The methods for selecting 

the containers are applied to the real-case scenario (its data were used as inputs) and, subsequently, 

the several different selections are run in the simulation environment, in order to obtain the results.  

 

1.4. Dissertation’s Structure 
The present work respects the following structure: 

1) Introduction: A brief explanation is given about the context and reasons that motivated 

the study of the problem in question. The objectives of the dissertation are outlined, as 

well the methodology to achieve them. 

2) The Waste Management Sector: The solid waste management sector will be 

contextualized. It will be given a special focus to the waste collection activities and to 

the new technologies, such as ultrasonic sensors, that are appearing to change them. 

The last part of this chapter will expose and characterize the problem under 

consideration. 

3) Literature Review: In this chapter, several studies related to the problem of this work 

will be covered and analysed. Examples are studies that address the use of sensors to 

monitor containers, dynamic routing practices, waste demand characteristics, sensor 

placement problems or node-routing problems such as the TSP and the VRP. 

4) Methods for Sensor Placement: In this chapter, the several methods used for 

selecting a reduced subset of containers in a given collection area will be presented 
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and described. It will also be explained the validation methodology that will be used to 

evaluate the different methods in a simulation environment. 

5) Study of a real-case scenario: The real-world scenario that will be used to validate 

the methods previously developed will be presented. The current practices undertaken 

will be studied and it will be explained how the individual data regarding each container 

were obtained and processed.  

6) Presentation of the results: In this part of the dissertation, it is shown and analysed 

the results of the several proposed methods. A financial analysis that takes into account 

the investment costs necessary with each method is also carried out. 

7) Conclusions and Future Work: The final conclusions of the present dissertation are 

outlined and recommendations concerning the future work are given. 
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2. The Waste Management Sector  
This chapter has the objective of contextualizing the solid waste management sector and of 

explaining the problem that will be approached in this dissertation. Firstly, an overview of solid waste 

management will be given as a way to introduce the topic, with some background and its main principles 

being provided (section 2.1). From here, the focus is turned to the MSWM (section 2.2) and, in particular, 

its presence in Portugal (section 2.3). Following this, the current panorama regarding the waste 

collection will be looked in more detail (section 2.4), being acknowledged the immense importance of 

waste collection on the overall waste management system, and how and why it suffers from a poor 

usage of its resources. Next, in section 2.5, the problem under consideration is characterized. Here, the 

integration of ICTs and, more precisely, of ultrasonic sensors as a way to better the efficiency of waste 

collection is discussed. Given the fact these technologies are still a high-end solution for most waste 

collection companies, it is emphasized the work and progress that still needs to be done and how that 

led to the identification of the problem which inspired this work. Finally, in section 2.6, the main 

conclusions of the presented chapter will be addressed.  

 

2.1. An overview of solid waste management 
Nowadays, waste is considered to be a material that its owner intends to discard and solid waste 

management is the set of activities concerned with the production, handling, storage, collection, 

treatment, recycling and disposal of waste, as well with the improvement, planning and regulation of 

these mechanisms, in order to reduce the risk for social and environmental systems (Oxford Unity Press, 

2013). Every consumption or production process that occurs originates waste as consequence, and to 

avoid pollution problems that may lead to public health or environmental issues, it is necessary to 

manage it, reduce it and control its impacts (Chang & Pires, 2015). 

Waste management is strictly correlated with the evolution of a technological society and it has 

become one of the most serious problems of modern era. The benefits of mass production allowed for 

people to search for a better life and a higher standard of living, which history shows that goes hand in 

hand with an increase in the consumption of goods and generation of waste (Tchobanoglous & Kreith, 

2002). Solid waste management plays a crucial role for decreasing the harmful impacts of this generated 

waste, so that it supports economic development and a better quality of life for societies. 

 

2.1.1. A historical context of solid waste management 

Before societies, waste generation was negligible. Only when humans started to gather in cities, 

waste started to pile (Wilson, 1976). At first, it was a problem of dirtiness and hygiene, and during 

centuries there were almost no changes on how waste was being managed which, with the growing 

degrees of urbanization, brought several public health problems (Schott, 2014). 

When the 18th and 19th centuries arrived, the Industrial Revolution started to take place. If until 

Industrial Revolution almost all production processes were based on manual work, after it, steam 

powered machines were introduced into the manufacturing processes, increasing their production rates 

and efficiency and reducing the production costs like never seen before, kicking off an exponential rising 
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trend in the world’s economy (Clark, 2014). This increase on production, inevitably, provoked an 

increase on waste generation, which until then remained relatively small (Marten, 2003). 

In the 20th century, the environment had become a repository for solid waste (Barles, 2014). 

Public health turned a trending topic and, for solid waste management, the only concern was to take the 

waste out of cities, wherefore, as cities became gradually cleaner, the peripheries were getting dirtier 

(Schott, 2014).  

Even though municipalities gradually started to provide waste services, due to several 

factors, the threat to the ecosystem was highly exacerbated. The improvements in public health had 

drastically reduced death rates in industrializing worlds and populations grew very rapidly (Marten, 2003; 

Wilson, 2007). However, not only societies were growing, but also their living standards were. As the 

new technological and mechanical developments were being introduced to the masses, their 

consumption habits were changing and requirements for improved shelter, comfort, clothing and food 

were taking place at the expense of the environment and the Earth’s resources (National Academy of 

Sciences et al., 1993). Added to this amount of waste produced by households there was also an excess 

production of waste due to industry and agriculture. Waste had been accepted as a necessary evil of 

development and quality of life (Barles, 2014). 

Only with the arrival of the 1960s and 1970s, with the arising of environmental concerns in most 

developed countries, the harmful effects of consumption, industrialization and development were 

brought to discussion, and solid waste management came onto political agenda. Finally, it was 

recognized that Earth’s resources couldn’t continue to be used uncontrollably, in order to preserve the 

world for future generations (Barles, 2014; Wilson, 2007). The environmental awareness raised in these 

years, which described solid waste as the “third pollution” (just after water and air pollutions), and the 

introduction of the sustainable development concept would trigger several reforms on the MSWM, 

changing this sector into as we know it (Barles, 2014).  

 

2.1.2. Shift towards a sustainable solid waste management 

In the United States and across Europe, several legislations concerning solid waste, like the 

Solid Waste Disposal Act in 1965, the Recovery Act in 1976 or the European directive of July 1975, 

were proposed, discussed and approved by the political bodies. All these texts took under consideration 

the importance to reduce the waste created at production, for example by reducing materials used in 

packaging, and to re-use the waste collected, through more sustainable options like recycling or energy 

recovery (Barles, 2014). 

The concept of waste management has become intrinsically connected with the concept of 

sustainable development. It began to be widely accepted that, as the economy grows and societies 

continue to develop, humans need to manage resources in a way that allows for future generations to 

also thrive. For that, is fundamental that solid waste management ensures the sustainability of the 

environment through proper waste collection, recycling and resources conservation (Chang & Pires, 

2015).  

In general, new principles and rules were adopted across developed countries which led to the 

emergence of a wide number of new concepts for waste management. Some of these concepts are the 
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Waste Hierarchy Principle (WHP), where the different ways of dealing with waste are ranked by their 

order of preference according to the environmental impact of each one, being prevention the most 

preferable option and the disposal of waste without any value extraction from the waste the least 

preferable (see Figure 1) (DEFRA, 2011; D. C. Wilson, 2007); the Polluter Pays Principle (PPP), that 

was introduced as a way of regularizing the management and pricing of waste and in a very simplified 

way can be described like the more a consumer pollutes, the higher the price it has to pay, and it is 

based on the thesis that the polluter will reduce pollution costs as costs surpass the benefits of polluting 

(Barles, 2014; European Environment Agency, 2012); or for example the Extended Producer Reliability 

(EPR), that constitutes an application of the PPP, but in a more extensive way, since the concept of 

polluter is not exclusively assigned to the final consumer using the product, but rather it is extended to 

the entities which participate in the different steps of the product chain and can take a decisive role in 

avoiding pollution through more ecological practices (e.g. eco-design) (Chang & Pires, 2015; Leitão, 

2017). 

  

 

Figure 1: The Waste Hierarchy Principle pyramid (adapted from Recycle More, 2019). 

  

 These were important steps that became a reference, especially in developed countries, for 

achieving more integrated policies and for the establishing of statutory targets for environmental 

practices. They underlined that, in order to achieve a sustainable solution, the environmental, social, 

legal, political, institutional, economic and technical aspects must all be considered (Wilson, 2007). 

Waste management principles were particularly important to directly or indirectly force decision-makers, 

which lacked interest in environmental issues, to defend the adoption of good practices of waste 

management in the municipalities and in other solid waste management entities. One example is the 

case of Sociedade Ponto Verde, a non-profit organization, that due to the EPR policies, was formed by 

a group companies of the packaging sector that intended to avoid the high costs of operating individually 

and worked together to take responsibility for the collection, recycling and safe disposal of their products’ 

resultant wastes (Leitão, 2017; Sociedade Ponto Verde, 2015). 
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2.2. Municipal solid waste management  

According to its source, waste can be classified into MSW, which is the main focus of the present 

work, that regards the waste collected, generally by local government bodies, from households, schools, 

commercial establishments and from some small industrial operations. Commonly known as “trash” or 

“garbage”, it is the waste discarded by the “public” and it mainly consists on food wastes, garden and 

wood wastes, paper, plastics, as well some other inorganic wastes like glasses, metals and textiles 

(Regents of the University of Michigan, 2017; The Environmental Literacy Council, 2015). Besides MSW, 

waste can also be classified into medical waste; into industrial waste, which includes waste from, for 

example, manufacturing, construction, chemical or mining activities; or into “other wastes” that do not 

belong to any of the categories mentioned above (Chang & Pires, 2015). 

MSW is growing in terms of quantity and complexity, which makes its sustainable development 

incredible challenging (Vergara & Tchobanoglous, 2012). The composition of MSW and its quantity are 

influenced by the income level of the families, their education (relates to their environmental concerns, 

for example), the spread of new products and technologies, and by cultural and geographic factors. At 

a local level, waste generation is also impacted by weather conditions, as well by seasonal festivities 

(Chang & Pires, 2015; Vergara & Tchobanoglous, 2012).  

In a very generic way, and ignoring the backward flow of recovered and recycled materials, 

MSWM can be represented by the scheme of Figure 2. With the daily activities and consume of products, 

wastes are generated in the already mentioned sources, where they are handled (an initial separation 

is performed, and they are disposed into the containers) and next they are collected and transported by 

proper vehicles. After, and according to the type of waste and the type of collection (mixed or separate), 

waste will have different final destinations: they can go directly to the landfill where they are disposed, 

or they can pass firstly through treatment installations, where it is proceeded to their valorisation, being 

the recycling, material recovery, energic valorisation (e.g. incineration) and biologic treatment (e.g. 

composting and anaerobic digestion) some ways of possible treatment (Martínez et al., 2012). 

Increasing population, rapid economic growth, development of urban areas, globalization and 

worldwide industrialization have made MSWM a universal problem. However, the challenges faced 

between nations can be significantly different, as we go from developed countries to developing 

countries and to lesser developed countries. The social, economic, technological and cultural conditions 

prevailing in developed countries are better suited for an easier, more efficient, more effective and 

broader employment of waste management strategies and policies, when in comparison to not 

developed countries, where these policies seem impractical and have often been resulting in less 

satisfactory results. Furthermore, the quantities of waste produced by a country are positively correlated 

to its economic development and, according to Kaza et al. (2018), even if developed countries only 

account for 16% of world’s population, they are responsible for 34% of the waste generated globally, a 

total of 683 million tonnes annually. Also, the composition of MSW also varies greatly from country to 

country and, usually, the waste materials in lesser developed and developing countries are rich in 

organic content which decreases the economic value of the recyclable materials. High-income countries 

have good financial investment on waste collection services (waste collection rates round up to 100% 

in these countries, whereas in lower income countries they are in between the 40-50%) and stakeholders 
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are willing to cooperate in solutions for improving the delivery of these services (Kaza et al., 2018; 

Mmereki et al., 2016).  

 

All these different aspects which continue to exist in developed countries and developing and 

lesser developed countries imply that solid waste management practices must differ among these 

countries. Vergara & Tchobanoglous (2012) claims that a greater diversity of successful MSWM systems 

is directly dependent on the recognition that the solutions must be local and contextual. Also, as stated 

by Kaza et al. (2018), it’s necessary to select the technological solutions taking into account the 

community and context where they will be applied, and often the best solution is neither the latest one 

or the most advanced technologically. Similarly, waste management practices also differ between urban 

and rural areas, or between industrial and residential areas (Pardini et al., 2019). 

That being said, the management of MSW, across the world, and mostly in developed countries, 

is most commonly performed by municipalities in a decentralized manner or, when possible, these 

activities are performed on an intermunicipal scale to take advantage of economies of scale and reduce 

costs by saving on staffing needs, sharing investments and exchanging of know-how. Solid waste 

management programs are adapted to the local conditions such as financing, local norms and spatial 

 

Figure 2: Generic representation of the MSWM stages (adapted from Martínez et al., 2012). 
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layout of communities that often pay tariffs for these services, just like for water or electricity (Hoornweg 

& Bhada-Tata, 2012). MSWM can be seen as an opportunity for cities to create decent jobs, to raise 

awareness for a responsible consumption, standardize public services and to protect the natural 

environment (Fuss et al., 2018). 

During the course of this work, when talking about solid waste management problems, 

challenges and solutions, the focus is on developed countries, capable of adopting the best practices 

and use state-of-the-art technologies, with special attention to the Portuguese situation. 

 

2.3. Municipal solid waste management in Portugal 
APA, the Portuguese Agency of Environment which is responsible for legislating the waste 

sector, defines MSW as any waste that comes from households, as well any other waste that, by its 

nature or composition, is identical to the waste that comes from households, with the particularity that 

large producers (daily production > 1100L) must be responsible for the management of their own waste 

(APA, 2019b) 

Waste management, in Portugal, only became a priority concern in the 1990s. Until then, most 

waste (approximately 76%) was being disposed in more than 340 dumps around the country. Recycling 

was not very common and was mainly practiced in larger cities, for paper and glass only. During these 

years, several EU Directives guided the transformation of the Portuguese waste legislation, by defining 

management obligations for this sector. Thus, in 1997, the Portuguese Strategic Plan for MSWs 

(PERSU I) was approved. With this plan, appropriate treatment infrastructures were created, more 

adequate disposal was a main concern and all the operating dumps were shut down, the separate 

collection network for recycling was expanded and several multi-municipal and intermunicipal systems 

were created (Magrinho et al., 2006; Pássaro, 2003). Pássaro (2003) claims that, at the beginning of 

2002, 100% of the MSW was being properly disposed and 70% of the Portuguese territory was being 

covered by separate collection programs for recycling. 

As result of those first years of awakening to more sustainable practices in MSWM, the 

infrastructural and organizational situation in Portugal has advanced considerably, despite the increase 

on the total waste produced (Niza et al., 2014). The MSWM concerns addressed by PERSU I were 

maintained and updated with the implementation of PERSU II and PERSU 2020 plans which kept 

targeting the challenges and new requirements set by the EU, which have been becoming consistently 

more demanding with each new revision of the EU Directives (APA, 2019a; Niza et al., 2014). With the 

objective of decoupling the economic growth from the environmental impacts related to waste 

production, of promoting efficiency in the use of resources and of economically valuing recyclables, 

during the last 2 decades, Portugal has reduced significantly the waste that ends up on landfills, has 

increased the quantities of waste entering the facilities that prepare it for reuse or recycling (Figure 3) 

and, as can be seen in Figure 4, has expanded separate collection (APA, 2019d).  
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Figure 3: Rates of preparation for reuse and recycling, in Portugal (adapted from APA, 2019d) 

 

Today, in Portugal, the MSW collection, transportation and disposal operations are the 

responsibility of 23 MSWM Systems (SGRUs in Portuguese terminology), which cover 100% of the 

Portuguese continental territory. Out of the 23 SGRUs, 12 are multi-municipal, meaning that the system 

involves several municipalities but, by decree-law, it is managed by a company of publicly-owned capital; 

and 11 are intermunicipal in which the several municipalities can delegate the management of the 

system to any company (APA, 2019c, 2019d; Sequeiros, 2012). These systems provide the human and 

logistical resources, as well the infrastructures and equipment necessary to ensure that the MSW 

produced in their areas is handled properly and delivered to the most appropriate destination (APA, 

2019c, 2019d). 

According to PORDATA (2019), in 2018, the average quantity of MSW collected, per capita, 

was of 507.8 kg, from which 103.5 kg came from a separate collection (glass, paper/cardboard and 

plastic/metal packaging), representing 20.4% of the total collection. The percentage of separate 

collection has been increasing during the course of the years (in 2001, this value only meant 4% of the 

total) which has led to a higher degree of complexity and higher costs associated to the collection and 

transportation activities, since separate collection requires new collection routes, more human 

resources, administration, investment in appropriate vehicles and containers and more fuel consumption 

(Teixeira et al., 2014). In order to ensure that all the population is covered by systematic, regulated and 

reliable waste collection and transportation, the MSWM systems could not escape to a substantial 

aggravation on the costs related to these services. Teixeira et al. (2014) concluded that, for the city of 

Porto, separate collection reveals a reduced overall performance as result of the operational, economic 

and environmental inefficiencies when in comparison to the mixed collection. According to the authors, 
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Figure 4: Evolution of separate collection, in Portugal. Data from PORDATA, 2019. 

the fact that separate collection needs to be not only available but also accessible to the citizens despite 

the relatively low rate of separate collection causes these inefficiencies and leads to higher costs in this 

type of collection. Furthermore, focusing only on technological solutions such as the construction of a 

large number of infrastructures and equipment, which involved large investments, and an 

underestimation of policies that encourage the changing of attitudes and adoption of more sustainable 

social practices led to high and increasing costs of collection and transport (Niza et al., 2014). According 

to APA (2019d), the increase in separate collection is not proportional to the increase on the number of 

separate collection infrastructures and, therefore, instead of simply building new infrastructures, it is 

more and more urgent to upgrade the existing MSWM systems and their collection models.  

  

2.4. Waste Collection 
Waste collection is the face of MSWM, is where the waste generators (citizens) contact with the 

waste management system, and it is the process of removal of waste at source, preventing its 

accumulation where communities reside (Vergara & Tchobanoglous, 2012). Additionally, Christensen 

(2011) states that waste collection is the organizational interface that determines the success of such 

waste management system in accommodating the waste generated and avoiding uncontrolled dumping 

of waste. Without an effective waste collection, waste accumulates over time and problems like littering, 

overfull containers, contamination, odours and even flies may develop and become a public health and 

aesthetic problem to the community (Christensen, 2011; Pires et al., 2018). 

 The process of waste collection starts when the generated waste is thrown into appropriate 

receptacles, usually shared among the community, to be later picked up and emptied by collection 

vehicles. These vehicles are not only responsible for gathering the solid waste but they must also 

transport it to a processing facility, to a landfill disposal site or, more commonly, to a transfer station, 

where the collection vehicle is emptied and the waste is transferred to larger vehicles that will then 

transport these materials, usually through long distances, to the previously mentioned locations. 

(Christensen, 2011; Tchobanoglous & Kreith, 2002).  
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In high-income countries, waste collection operations have the most significant cost impact, 

usually ranging between 50 and 75% of the total costs of MSWM, as it involves massive labour, fuel 

consumption and maintenances (Christensen, 2011; Faccio et al., 2011; Kaza et al., 2018; Nguyen & 

Wilson, 2010; Pires et al., 2018; Tchobanoglous & Kreith, 2002). Teixeira et al. (2014), highlighted the 

extensive collection distances as one of the main threats to collection route efficiency. Furthermore, 

according to Faccio et al. (2011), the managerial complexity of waste collection is aggravated due to the 

difficult operational problems, the requirement of large investment costs (e.g. vehicle fleet) and the 

environmental problems associated such as emissions of pollutant gases, traffic congestions and noise. 

Johansson (2006) states that even if solid waste collection activities only account for a small part of the 

total freight transportations in a city (10-15%), due to the high number of stops and low average speed 

of this type of vehicles, the consequences on congestion, pollution and noise are higher than in 

comparison to other types of freight transportation. 

It is well established among authors that waste collection is a critical and central part of any 

solid waste management program, but in practice this stage has often an underestimated role as 

Bilitewski et al. (2015) suggests. According to the authors, it is often neglected the fact that waste 

collection accounts for most of the total costs of MSWM, and thus any small improvement in this stage 

must be sought, considering that it would result in considerable savings in the overall system cost and 

in environmental benefits.  

The collection efficiency is a tool for understanding the status of MSWM, and a proper bin 

collection system, an effective and efficient route planning and information about the collection schedule 

are prerequisites to achieve it (Jha et al., 2011; Mmereki et al., 2016). The structure of the collection 

system, the collection frequency; the type, number and location of the containers to be collected; the 

quantity collected per stop, material density, technologies used, route optimization efficiency, traffic and 

topography, the service level demanded, are all factors that influence the waste collection costs 

(Christensen, 2011; Pires et al., 2018; Teixeira et al., 2014). For Bilitewski et al. (2015), an efficient and 

optimal implementation and organization of waste collection must take into account the dimension of 

the collection area and its structural, economic and social settings, and legislative stipulations; the user 

demands; and the range of appropriate collection systems and technologies.  

That being said, it is important to realize the fact that waste collection is subjected to such 

substantial costs is largely due to the lack of efficiency of its own operations. According to Faccio et al. 

(2011), optimizing the waste collection resources for an efficient management system is the most 

common struggle. Likewise, as Ramos et al. (2018) states, more than the intrinsic costs associated to 

transportation, waste collection companies suffer, each day, of an inefficient use of their resources, as 

their trucks repeatedly collect waste containers that are only partially full. This happens since, currently, 

waste collectors operate on the basis of static waste collection routes (“blind collection”), i.e., the routes 

which are performed are invariably the same ones, they are pre-defined routes that do not depend on 

the containers’ real filling levels. As the amount of MSW generated by the communities is highly variable 

and hard to predict, assumptions about the quantities of waste existing inside a bin are often incorrect. 

MSWM entities make use of forecasting software in order to try to guess those filling levels and, with 

this, traditionally, it’s defined when a specific route must occur and a fixed schedule for collection is 
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obtained. This means that collections are being typically performed from each site on the same day and 

approximately at the same time each week, irrespective of how full the containers might be. Inevitably, 

container collection manoeuvres are often performed on the partially full or even empty containers, 

resulting in collection trucks that return to the collection center with loads well below their total capacity. 

These situations, when they occur, are obviously a source of wastage and of poor resources exploitation 

(Faccio et al., 2011; Gonçalves, 2014; Johansson, 2006; McLeod et al., 2013; Ramos et al., 2018). 

Therefore, in order to improve the efficiency of the collection activities by optimizing collection 

routes and truck loads, reducing unnecessary pick-ups and adjust collection scheduling, it is needed to 

reduce the uncertainty associated to the bins’ real filling levels. For this, the use of ICTs like ultrasonic 

sensors that signal, in real time, measurements about the level of waste existing inside the bin, is more 

and more seen as a possible solution to this problem. The integration of this technology enables the 

transition from a blind collection to a dynamic collection, where routes are taken according to the real 

needs of a given moment (Esmaeilian et al., 2018; Gonçalves, 2014; Ramos et al., 2018).  

Finally, ensuring public health to citizens may be the main goal of waste collection, but this stage 

of MSWM encompasses today much more comprehensive duties. The ability of returning high quality 

recyclables, ready to be exploited, back to the industry is deeply enhanced by a separate collection that 

provides specific waste streams of source separated waste, which have better quality than mixed waste 

to be recycled and recovered (Pires et al., 2018; Vallero et al., 2019). However, as Pires et al. (2018) 

points out, and as seen in the previous subchapter, for the Portuguese situation, separate collection for 

different materials adds costs to the waste collection process and a trade-off between reduction of 

collection costs and higher amounts of waste for recycling and recovery has to be often balanced. The 

focus of this study will be on separate collection which, according to Teixeira et al. (2014), is particularly 

critical in areas of low population densities and of high dispersion (which constitutes great part of the 

Portuguese landscape). The authors highlight that separate collection is inefficient when in comparison 

to mixed collection, and as recycling targets aim higher, it is getting more and more stressed, leading to 

the necessity of having inefficient collection routes supressed. Furthermore, when containers fill-up 

quickly (which is the case of mixed collection) there is less need to monitor them since frequent fixed 

collections are fairly adequate (Straightsol, 2013). Hence, for separate collection, the integration of ICTs 

is particularly urgent and potentially more beneficial than for mixed collection. 

 

2.5. Problem Characterization  
2.5.1. Integration of ICTs in Waste Collection 

By the year of 2050, circa 50 billion devices will be connected to the Internet (Pardini et al., 

2019). The proliferation of the ICTs, not only in waste management but across many fields, has enabled 

a new era of Internet of Things (IoT) – which can be understood as the “interconnection via the Internet 

of computing devices embedded in everyday objects, enabling them to send and receive data” 

(Lexico.com, 2019) –, and of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN), concepts which are intrinsically 

connected with the concept of Smart City (SC). Fundamentally, a SC tries to foster better quality of life 

for its citizens by meeting their social and economic needs in a sustainable way, through the intelligent 

use of ICTs on the several services, infrastructures and information and communication streams that a 
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city provides (Anagnostopoulos et al., 2015; Goluboniv, 2018; Pardini et al., 2019). SCs are about 

automating routine functions, but also about monitoring, understanding, analysing, optimizing and 

planning the city itself and all the processes within; and where citizens play a central role in the decision 

processes (Lundin et al., 2017). 

MSWM is not an exception of processes being optimized and automated with SC technologies. 

It starts to be more and more indispensable to upgrade waste management systems by integrating ICTs 

into the planning and collection of municipal waste, with all related processes susceptible of being 

benefited. The design of more efficient waste collection routes is a complex task, and waste collection 

companies, in order to automate their processes, improve their performance and reduce their costs must 

be aware of the new technologies that may allow them to better adapt to the always changing conditions, 

great number of variables, demanding objectives and constraints that municipal waste collection is 

subjected to. If with the beginning of the 2000s Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and optimization 

software have been used in order to produce a better scaling and planning of the waste collection 

services and thus reducing the distances travelled by collection vehicles, more recently, the 

development and implementation of ICTs (e.g. ultrasonic sensors, RFID systems, wired and wireless 

actuators, GPRS and GPS technologies) in these services, which enable real-time monitoring of routes 

and bins’ waste levels, allowed companies to better their operational decision-making process, and 

those tasks can be performed in a more precise, cost-effective and dynamic way. With such waste 

collection based on this IoT approach, we’re moving towards a smart waste collection paradigm, where 

route optimization has been the main motivation for further research and development of these smart 

waste collection systems (Lundin et al., 2017; Pires et al., 2018; Ramos et al., 2018; Vallero et al., 2019). 

The waste management system includes numerous containers that are filled inconsistently, 

sometimes taking days to get full, other times weeks. MSW production is in itself hard to predict. Also, 

the variety and the irregularity of the discarded materials, and the seasonal changes that they might be 

exposed to constitute more difficulties to the forecasting process, which in some extent generates 

unnecessary costs to the municipal collection system (Pardini et al., 2019).  

With the ultrasonic sensor technology, the uncertainty about the amount of real waste level in 

the bins is reduced. Although, having access to this data is not enough and the development of routing 

models capable of handling with this information is then being pursued. As this technology is increasingly 

being developed and implemented, static approaches to waste collection routing and scheduling are 

being replaced by real-time dynamic ones which fulfil the potentiality of this IoT technology. According 

to Bopardikar et al. (2010), vehicle routing problems are concerned with the planning of optimal vehicle 

routes when providing a service to a given set of customers. In scenarios with complete information 

about the customers, the route optimization can be done in a static way; whereas, contrastingly, dynamic 

vehicle routing is used in scenarios where not all the customer information is known beforehand, and 

thus routes are re-planned as new customer information becomes available. In the waste collection 

case, the always unknown information about the customers is their waste production. Furthermore, a 

dynamic model is running continuously, while in a static model we have an execution that is repeated in 

a given time interval (Anagnostopoulos et al., 2015; Bopardikar et al., 2010; Ramos et al., 2018). 
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The data collected by the sensors is sent to the cloud to be processed and analysed. This 

permits to a central system to “know” the real demand for waste collection/generation and, in function 

of that, decide which bin should be emptied and which should not, and thus define and schedule the 

routes in a more optimal manner (see Figure 5) (Anagnostopoulos et al., 2015; Faccio et al., 2011). 

Such system could also be highly responsive to rapid changes in the filling levels and rearrange the 

routes while collection trucks are performing them (Anagnostopoulos et al., 2015). Aside from sensors, 

in these systems, for each container, regardless of its type, must be considered its static GPS location 

and its volume capacity, and they often have embedded RFID tags for container tagging and to identify 

when its waste has been collected by a truck. For each moving truck, its dynamic GPS location must be 

considered, as well its volume capacity to collect waste from the containers (Anagnostopoulos et al., 

2015). 

With the optimization of the collection routes, it is almost always possible to reduce the distances 

travelled, the number of vehicles, the number of containers emptied, the time spent in collection, while 

maximizing the use of trucks’ load capacity. This all results in a reduction of fuel consumption, operating 

costs and environmental impacts in face of an irregular demand (Faccio et al., 2011; Johansson, 2006; 

Pires et al., 2018). Besides the economic and environmental factors, municipalities may be motivated 

to integrate these technologies to control the quality of the service, eliminate health and safety hazards 

(dirty and overflowing bins), and increase the citizens’ overall satisfaction with the service. 

 

Figure 5: Waste collection routes with (b) and without (a) the ultrasonic sensor technology (adapted from 
Gonçalves, 2014). 

2.5.2. Identification of the problem  

Despite all the studies in recent years, the use of ultrasonic sensors in waste collection is still a 

topic where there is a lack of standards, methodologies and of best practices. Vallero et al. (2019) 

underlines that dynamic routing and scheduling approach using GPS and weight sensors, generally, is 

not an adopted option due to the complexities and sophistication that this approach still requires. 

Most times, the needs and requirements to implement such advanced systems widely are not 

fully discussed in detail, which makes waste collection companies discouraged on adopting them. Just 

as Lundin et al. (2017) reported, after interviewing companies working in waste collection, even if there 

is a belief that the current state of ICT technologies is mature enough to be able to monitor trash bins, 

there’s still a plethora of economic, managerial, societal and political concerns that usually impede them 
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of making such investment, and there is still a need for a better understanding on how these technologies 

are used and how their utilization can be optimized. 

Studies in the field have been focused on the operational point of view, on the cost reductions 

that might be achieved by having smarter waste collection routes but neglecting the investment costs 

which would be necessary to adopt these technologies. In Pires et al. (2018), it is denoted that with the 

development and application of ICTs, waste collection costs may, in overall, increase. Lundin et al. 

(2017) reveals that commercially available solutions on the market are often seen as very expensive 

and high-end solutions. According to the entities interviewed by the authors, most of them consider 

roughly 70€ to be an appropriate price to pay for each sensor, being clear that the greater obstacle to 

the widespread adoption of smart collection systems is the high capital investment cost. 

In Gonçalves (2014) it was developed and tested a route optimization model, for the north and 

west regions of Lisbon, capable of reducing the number of routes performed, the total distance travelled, 

the number of containers visited, and the amount of hours worked by the employees. However, the 

author of this study came to the conclusion that the costs of installing the ultrasonic sensors in all the 

containers would not compensate for the cost reductions that they would allow. In the study, it was 

estimated how much the waste collection company (Valorsul) would have to pay for an Enevo system 

that would cover 928 containers of separate collection (glass, paper/cardboard and plastic/metal 

packaging). For this number of sensors and depending on the number of years of the contract 

considered, Valorsul would pay a different price for the rent of each sensor, on a monthly basis. For the 

years considered (3 to 7 years) the price per sensor would vary between 17€ and 13€ respectively, 

resulting in an annual cost between 189312€ and 144768€. Such high amount of investment required 

is obviously very intimidating for any waste collection company, even if it would result in considerable 

savings in the future. This was not the case for the study in question, where annual savings of 14650€ 

had no chance of standing against the best situation (144768€). 

 However, the business models practiced can vary from manufacturer to manufacturer. 

Furthermore, in Gonçalves (2014) it was not considered several types of costs such as installation costs, 

maintenance costs or even the cost of software needed to integrate all of the gathered data. In another 

study (Straightsol, 2014b), where Smartbin’s sensors were used to monitor Oxfam’s donations banks 

(textiles and books), Smartbin charged to Oxfam the purchase price of 162€ per sensor and it was 

considered an installation cost of 50€ per sensor. Additional running costs (due to communications) of 

11€ per month were considered for each sensor and it was estimated a total maintenance cost of 54€ 

per month for the whole system. Additional labour costs for the set-up and planning of the project, as 

well for the ongoing management where also allocated to the project. 

 In order to better understand the current prices and practices, for the present work, two more 

companies were also contacted: Evox and a Slovakian start-up company which preferred to remain 

anonymous. Evox sells the sensors to the waste collection company but also charges an additional rent 

for each one. The purchase prices are between 140€ and 360€ and the rent costs 1€ per month. The 

installation costs are also held by the client and the estimation given is that they may vary between 5€ 

and 15€ per sensor. Besides this, Evox also charges the client for the software’s license which adds a 

cost surrounding the 5000€, annually. The Slovakian-based company offers two main options: the 
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customer can buy the sensor and pay a monthly subscription for the company’s software; or it rents the 

sensors plus the software for a minimum of two years. In the first option, the customer can pay a 

purchase price of 142€ to 299€ for the sensor, depending on the type of sensor and the type of network, 

and a monthly subscription of 95.76€ for the software, for each sensor. In the second option the rent to 

pay for the sensors and software varies between 113€ and 238€, per sensor, monthly. 

 A recap of the business models depicted can be found in Table 1. 

Table 1: Business models and costs practiced by sensor manufacturers.  

 
Enevo in 

(Gonçalves, 
2014) 

SmartBin in 
(Straightsol, 

2014b) 
Evox 

Slovakian 
company 

Business 
Model 

Practiced / 
Costs 

Considered 

Monthly rent 
between 13€ 
and 17€ per 

sensor 

Price: 162€/sensor 

Installation: 
50€/sensor 

Monthly running 
costs: 11€/sensor 

Monthly 
maintenance of 

system: 54€ 

Price: between 
140€ and 360€ per 

sensor 

Installation: 
between 5€ and 
15€ per sensor 

Monthly rent: 
1€/sensor 

Software’s Licence: 
5000€ annually 

Model 1: 

Price: 142-
299€/sensor 

Software’s monthly 
subscription: 

95.76€/sensor 

 

Model 2: 

Monthly rent 
between 113€ and 
238€ per sensor 

 

 The sensor technology is still very expensive and requires high investments by the waste 

collection companies. However, the value of using a sensor does not come from the sensor itself but 

from how the information about the filling level is used. And the value of having more precise information 

varies among containers. If companies could detect what are the most important containers to be 

monitored, it’s possible that by monitoring only part of the population of containers, most of the benefits 

could still be retained.  

Failing to notice this may be a limitation that waste collection companies are incurring. That 

being said, addressing this limitation will be the focus of the present work. In this work it will be studied 

if this technology could be integrated in waste collection activities in a financially more sustainable way, 

by trying to understand in which circumstances it is more useful to have a container being monitored by 

an ultrasonic sensor. Containers’ characteristics like location, historical data, type of population covered 

must be analysed and a set of criteria considering these characteristics must be identified.  

So, in this dissertation, it will be analysed different methods for choosing a reduced number of 

containers to be monitored from a set of containers that belong to a particular collection area. Identifying 

the best way of reducing the investment costs associated with the implementation of ultrasonic sensors, 

while maintaining the benefits for route optimization and scheduling, can a be step forward in filling the 

gap that is found by waste collection companies when they consider investing in this technology.  

 

2.6. Chapter’s Conclusions 

 In this chapter, it was possible to have an extensive look on the solid waste management topic. 

This is today, more than ever, an incredible complex and critical issue. Since societies are becoming 

technologically more advanced and populations tend not only to grow, but to have life habits that result 
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in massive waste production, it was recognized how important it is to reduce the harmful impacts of the 

discarded materials in order to safeguard the social and environmental systems of today and of future 

generations. 

 Even if MSWM is a global problem, it is also a very contextual and local one. It was noted how 

the requirements and challenges that occur, for example, between developed and developing countries, 

are totally different and that waste management practices must adapt to the conditions existing in each 

geographic location. 

 The evolution of the Portuguese situation during the last 20 years was also object of analysis. 

During this period, several sustainable practices were adopted that have directed the country to 

decrease the quantity of waste that is disposed irresponsibly and without any type of valorisation, and 

to increase the reuse and recycling of waste materials, where the expansion of a separate collection for 

these recyclables played a major role. However, these measures, even if important, often neglected the 

operational performance of such services, whose inefficiencies had led to a substantial aggravation of 

collection costs, being important now to upgrade the collection models. 

 Then, waste collection was specifically depicted. This phase is what sustains any waste 

management system, being where the majority of the MSWM costs are located. However, it was seen 

how the costs could be reduced, if waste collection’s resources were used more efficiently. The main 

reason why resources are not better used is a consequence of waste collection companies not knowing 

the real filling levels of the containers to be collected, resulting in trucks collecting partially full or even 

empty containers. 

 It was described how the embedding of ultrasonic sensors in containers, which are capable of 

measuring the level of waste is, more and more, seen as a solution to reduce this uncertainty regarding 

the waste demand, and thus adapt routes to the real collection needs. With this, the distance travelled 

and the number of vehicles needed could, for example, be reduced, while the truck’s load capacity is 

better exploited. Thus, waste collection companies can benefit from less fuel consumption and lower 

operating costs while reducing also the associated environmental impacts. 

 Nevertheless, when adopting this new type of solutions, waste collection companies still have 

valid concerns. They consider that the solutions that exist in the market are very expensive and is not 

clear to them if the benefits gained could compensate for the high investment costs that are required. It 

was important then to analyse the current business models and the magnitude of prices that some of 

ultrasonic sensor providers charge, from where it can be concluded that it seems realistic that there’s 

still work to be done in order to integrate these technologies in waste collection operations in a financially 

more sustainable way. 

 In order to fill this gap, in this dissertation, it will be sought to understand the cost-benefit relation 

associated to the implementation of a sensor into a container. The value of using a sensor in a container 

will not be the same for each container and, in that way, it must be studied in which ones the sensor will 

be the most useful, i.e.,  in which ones the information they may provide, regarding waste demand levels, 

is more likely to be the most valuable for improving collection routes and scheduling. For that, containers’ 

characteristics must be studied and, in the end, several methods for selecting a reduced number of 

containers to be monitored, must be analysed.  
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3. Literature Review 
In this chapter it will be investigated what authors have written in the past that relates to some 

extent to the problem at hand and may help solving it. First, in section 3.1, works related to the use of 

sensors in waste collection or that represent similar problems are considered in order to understand 

what strategies and approaches make sense to explore and integrate when deploying sensors in waste 

containers and, in particular, when trying to restrict the use of sensors to a subset of the total population.  

Sensor placement problems (section 3.2) from other subject areas will be reviewed in order to 

comprehend what can be incorporated from those type of problems, with some important distinctions 

being also discerned. 

Before heading to the conclusions (section 3.4), in section 3.3, with the purpose of better 

grasping some concepts behind the optimization of waste collection routes that can be useful when 

developing the dissertation, the node-routing problems TSP and VRP – two central problems of 

operations research – will be briefly delved into. 

 

3.1. Aspects and practices affecting waste collection 
As described in the previous chapter, there’s a whole range of factors that affect waste collection 

costs. With respect to the problem of choosing a reduced number of containers to be monitored in a 

certain collection area, it is certainly important to study the containers’ characteristics. During the course 

of this subchapter, it will be reviewed works that identify some of those characteristics that are important 

to be addressed when planning waste collection activities such as the spatial location of the containers, 

the characteristics of the population and area it serves and the existing historical data regarding filling 

rates (the demand characteristics). Furthermore, some works which explore routing practices that, 

through the use of remote sensors on containers, might improve the performance of the solution to be 

implemented will be addressed. A work that creates a model for dynamic waste collection that has focus 

on social and public health concerns is also mentioned. Finally, it is given attention to works or situations 

that are directly comparable to the topic of this work. Important to refer that the selection of containers 

to be monitored will not take into consideration the possibility of improving the containers’ placement, 

i.e., the existing network of containers will not be modified. 

 

3.1.1. Aspects regarding waste demand characteristics 

In order to address the uncertainties associated with MSWM and, more specifically, with waste 

generation rates, stochastic approaches are often adopted. In Zsigraiova et al. (2013) is emphasized 

how the waste collection problem (WCP) is a stochastic problem in its nature since the amount of MSW 

is highly variable and depends on several factors as the number of inhabitants per container, GDP per 

capita, lifestyle and season. It also considers that there is a generalized lack of reliable information 

regarding filling rates of individual containers. The authors criticize the fact that, in order to remedy this 

difficulty, many works used the same average fill-up rate value to model the generation of waste in the 

whole area under study. In their study, the authors applied a statistical analysis based on historical data 

(covering several years) of the waste collection system managed by Amarsul S.A. for glass waste, in 
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Barreiro. This allowed the authors to obtain for each individual container a specific fill-up rate value and, 

with this, more realistic estimations of the waste generation of each container were obtained, resulting 

in a more precise collection schedule and better ahead collection planning than the previous practiced 

fixed collection schedule. The historical data was provided in the form of daily average of fill-up 

increments (m3/day) of each glass container in that area. 

Mes et al. (2014) also treats the WCP as a stochastic problem, where future demand is known 

only in a probabilistic sense and is revealed over time through the use of sensors. The authors also 

consider important to learn with the historical fill-up levels in order to create more reliable predictions for 

the future. The “predictive function” is considered to have a normal distribution, to account for waste 

deposition’s variability. More studies such as Vonolfen et al. (2011), Faccio et al. (2011) or McLeod et 

al. (2013), for example, similarly consider the use of the normal distribution to represent the stochasticity 

of waste generation at each bin. In the latter, historical data was also used to specify the averages and 

standard deviations of the demand for each receptacle. Another option is to model waste arrival rate as 

a Poisson distribution (Markov et al., 2019; Omara et al., 2018).  

The degree of waste demand’s variability affects the adoption of sensor technology. According 

to Mes (2012), the highest savings of the proposed dynamic policy and the highest potential benefits of 

using filling level sensors are attained in unstable environments where there is a high (unforeseen) 

demand fluctuation. In such cases, traditional waste collection’s trucks will empty too less in peak 

periods, and too much in periods with lower generation. Besides the existence of some seasonal 

fluctuations and some weekly and monthly patterns (e.g. more deposits on Mondays and less on 

Sundays; and slightly more at the beginning of the month), there’s a huge random variation from day to 

day and from week to week. The author also verified that the type of location in which the container is 

placed heavily influences the filling-up rates, being them higher in containers close to stores than those 

from households. Not only that, but the author also noticed huge differences in deposition between 

containers on the same location. 

In the United Kingdom, the real-life logistics problem faced by Oxfam was studied under the 

Straightsol project. Oxfam is UK’s leading charity entity in servicing textile and book donation banks and 

faces essentially the same problem of waste collection companies in adjusting routes and schedules to 

the amounts of materials inside the receptacles. Several experiments and studies were conducted in 

order to study the installation of sensors in the donation banks to report their filling levels (Straightsol, 

2015). In the related studies, McLeod et al. (2013) and McLeod et al. (2014), the authors also concluded 

that the best performance for dynamic optimization of collection routes and schedules through the use 

of sensors (relatively to the fixed collection) is obtained when the donation banks experience highly 

variable fill rates; and that when donation rates are fairly predictable, the need for remote monitoring at 

collection sites is less. This is in accordance to what Johansson (2006) concluded by comparing the 

impact of waste demand variability on the savings potential between a static and a dynamic scheduling 

and routing policy: even if a higher variability increases costs regardless of the policy, the impact is much 

more felt on the static one.  Adding to this, if the donation banks, besides having high variability, also 

have relatively low fill rates (sporadic donations of large amounts), makes them even more suitable for 

remote monitoring (Straightsol, 2014a). Krikke et al. (2008) also concluded that the value of having 
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accurate information about the quantity of material to be collected increases with decreasing collection 

frequencies (lower demands). Moreover, when collection points fill up more quickly, the less are the 

improvements in monitoring them, since frequent fixed rounds are capable of ensuring a relatively 

efficient collection (Straightsol, 2013).  

Instead of looking into the historical data, when studying and predicting waste generation rates, 

and their composition and spatial variability across a certain area, it’s also possible to analyse 

demographic and economic variables such as population density, household sizes, income, size and 

type of the main commercial activities and even aspects as the presence or absence of gardens (Purcell 

& Magette, 2009). However, according to Niska & Serkkola (2018) the relationship between waste 

generation, consumer behaviour, products and environment is very complicated and often poorly 

understood. In their work, the authors analyse and model waste generation through the use of 

descriptive analytics and they are able to classify each site into a group having a similar waste 

generation pattern (i.e., each site has a type profile) by using a clustering algorithm, based on 

historical/monitored data. This data can also be merged with the demographic and economic data in 

order to better interpret and find influences behind waste generation. 

 

3.1.2. Spatial aspects regarding waste collection points 

MSWM systems are clearly of spatial nature and they depend on the facilities locations and 

containers distribution (Zsigraiova et al., 2013). 

Besides considering that remote monitoring is more appropriate for receptacles with high 

variability, McLeod et al. (2013) and McLeod et al. (2014) also account that those that are located in 

more remote locations (more isolated) are preferred to be monitored since the risk of performing costly 

long-distance trips to partly filled receptacles needs to be avoided. This is a reason why savings can 

vary from region to region. As result of the density of population, networks of containers have often quite 

large concentrations in urban areas in opposition to being very dispersed in rural areas (Zsigraiova et 

al., 2013). The dispersion of collection points poses challenges to the MSWM and increases the cost 

per tonne of waste collected (APA, 2019d; Hoornweg & Bhada-Tata, 2012; Teixeira et al., 2014). 

According to Straightsol (2014a) and Straightsol (2014c), since the density of receptacles is higher in 

urban areas, the distances driven to collect each one are lower, resulting in fewer possibilities of 

reducing the total distance travelled due to dynamic routing based on the measured filling levels. 

Following this, relative remoteness of sites from the depot and from each other results in greater 

distances that provide a higher savings potential for a remote monitoring solution. It’s logical that, due 

to this, the benefits of deploying sensors in rural areas will be greater than in urban areas, meaning that 

the type of area contributes significantly to the success of the solution. 

Furthermore, due to time constraints, for regions close to the depot, more receptacles can be 

included in one collection trip, as for regions far away from the depot, less receptacles can be collected 

per trip. The same happens with the average distance among receptacles: the longer the distance, the 

fewer the receptacles that can be collected and vice-versa. With fixed collection schemes, this risk is 

not taken into account and the collection frequencies to regions that have low quantities of material and 

are far from the depot can be set too high, resulting in higher collection costs (Liu et al., 2011). 
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If some containers of the network may be well isolated, others may be so close to each other or 

in a location where the collection truck will inevitably pass by as it performs the collection routes. These 

aspects may be considered into the problem of the presented work and into dynamic routing practices 

in general. 

 

3.1.3. Dynamic routing and scheduling practices to integrate with 

remote monitoring  

Dynamic scheduling is an inherently difficult problem where there’s not a standard technique to 

be applied across all the instances of the problem (McLeod et al., 2013). When testing routing and 

scheduling policies that intend to ensure that containers are collected when they are close to full is 

common that authors define a threshold which when exceeded indicates that a specific bin must be 

collected. One example is Zsigraiova et al. (2013), where a threshold of 70% of the bin’s capacity was 

established. Johansson (2006) developed further the understanding about the threshold value and 

concluded that it highly depends on the network density. It stated that policies that collect full containers 

are the most appropriate for dense networks, where distance between containers are smaller. For 

sparser networks, the threshold value decreases, meaning that it makes sense to collect containers that 

are not entirely full. Other works explore the use of two thresholds: one to indicate when the container 

must be visited in the next route and other to indicate that a container is allowed to be visited in the next 

route. For example, McLeod et al. (2013) considered values of 50% and of 75% of the container’s 

capacity as the two thresholds; and values of 50% and 90% were used in Marchiori (2018). In the latter 

case, if in a day there is at least a bin that is above 90% full, a waste collection round is set up, and 

when this happens not only the critical bins (≥90%) are collected but also the potentially critical ones 

(≥50% and <90%).  

A similar approach is employed in Mes et al. (2014) and in Stellingwerff (2011) where, after all 

“MustGo” containers have been scheduled, it is considered that collection vehicles might be able to still 

load more waste from other containers in order to improve the capacity utilization of these vehicles. 

These containers that might be planned into an existing route are defined as “MayGo” containers and 

are only added if they are more convenient to be emptied now than later. To decide if a “MayGo” should 

be added into a route it’s estimated its insertion cost by calculating the ratio of the additional travelling 

and handling time the container requires and the volume of waste measured (it’s convenient if the 

additional time it takes to visit the container is relatively small when compared to the quantity of waste 

collected). In this way, it would always be less convenient to insert a container into a route the more 

distant a container is located. To counterbalance this situation present ratios are compared with the 

smoothed average of past ratios in order to perceive relatively good opportunities. The authors proved 

that this approach improved routing flexibility, leading to better results; however, a limit for the number 

of “MayGo” containers to be collected should be established, especially for relatively low deposition 

rates, since too many emptyings and early collection of some container could lead to unnecessary costs.  

Collecting waste from containers that are not close to full but that are relatively near to a full 

container seems an intuitive way of improving dynamic waste collection. Nourinejad et al. (2018) and 

Ramos et al. (2018) are two works that also state that collecting only containers that are near capacity 
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(see Figure 6.a) is not necessarily the best solution, since it doesn’t take advantage of visiting opportune 

containers that have lower filling levels in order to save future costs (see Figure 6.b). As shown in Ramos 

et al. (2018), an operational management approach that, by considering containers’ filling levels, their 

location and a longer time horizon, is capable of not only deciding the best days to collect the containers, 

but also of recognizing what small additional distances are worthy to be travelled for less than full 

containers, is preferable when compared to an approach where routes are optimized for a specific day 

taking into account only the containers that have reached a specified minimum filling level. Similarly, in 

Nourinejad et al. (2018), the authors also propose an anticipative model that minimizes each day’s costs 

while considering the consequences of that day’s actions on future costs. Furthermore, after performing 

a sensitivity analysis, these authors concluded that for scenarios with lower production, the collection 

can be postponed and done at a higher filling level, where for a more intensive demand it’s better to 

collect at a lower filling level. Likewise, Markov et al. (2019) advocates that “it may be cheaper to 

postpone a collection if the container in question fills up slowly. On the other hand, it may be worthwhile 

collecting an almost empty container today if we know that it will experience high demand in the coming 

days”.  

This type of solutions can also be found in collection of other types of materials. In Krikke et al. 

(2008), for the collection of disassembled materials from end-of-life vehicles, the authors differentiate 

between “MUST” (filling level close to capacity) and “CAN” (significative filling level but not near capacity) 

orders, where the latter are only included in routes if they can be combined beneficially with “MUST” 

orders. For “CAN” orders to be included, they must be near “MUST” orders and can be inserted in routes 

at a low marginal cost. The authors came to the conclusion that this solution is more appropriate in 

collection networks with low waste demands. In Liu et al. (2011), for the collection of hazardous wastes, 

it was studied the possibility of: every time a campus has to be collected, neighbour campuses, if 

possible, would also be collected if their hazardous waste exceeds a pre-specified minimum quantity. 

This minimum quantity cannot be set too low or neighbouring campuses with low quantities would be 

collected too often, which is cost inefficient; but if it is set too high, some collection trips would not be as 

fully loaded as possible, which is cost inefficient, too. Moreover, in Elia et al. (2018), the authors study 

the problem of collecting Waste from Electric and Electronic Equipment (WEEE), which is highly 

unpredictable, with resource to IoT technologies to collect real time data on the waste levels. The authors 

studied the adoption of a “mixed” solution that combines features of dynamic and fixed scheduling 

policies. The “mixed” solution consisted on providing the collection service when at least one customer 

needed to be served, answering, in this way, to the necessity of the demand; and, when a service is 

 

Figure 6: Collection of only almost full containers (a) and of almost full and nearby containers with lower 
filling levels (b) (adapted from Nourinejad et al. 2018). 
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started, all the other customers are served, independently of their filling level. This approach shown a 

reduction on the number of services provided and on distances travelled, and a higher utilization rate of 

the truck capacity was also obtained, which resulted in less costs when in comparison to exclusively 

fixed or dynamic policies. 

As Mes (2012) puts it: “emptying a container that is far from full might still be efficient when a 

truck just passed this container”. This was felt by Oxfam’s drivers, who tested the implementation of 

dynamic routing based on remote monitoring, and highlighted that not collecting banks when they were 

passing by them on one day and then having to visit them on another, less convenient day, was one of 

the aspects that they disliked the most (Straightsol, 2014a). Omara et al. (2018) explored this idea by 

testing two heuristics where the collected bins would not only be the ones that triggered alarms (the 

ones that reached an upper threshold), but also the ones that are on the assigned route and have not 

triggered alarms. According to the authors, these approaches intend to reduce the cost by optimizing 

routes and reduce unnecessary trips. In one heuristic (“CUT” – only has upper threshold), bins in the 

assigned route are collected independently of their filling level, where in the other heuristic (“CULT” – 

has upper and lower threshold), bins in the assigned route are only collected after reaching a 

predetermined filling-level (a lower threshold), in an attempt to reduce unnecessary service to passed-

by containers with a negligible amount of waste. Several scenarios were simulated. These two heuristics 

presented better results than the case where routes would be performed without collecting any 

intermediary bins that haven’t reached the upper threshold. Furthermore, between “CUT” and “CULT”, 

the former heuristic led to higher savings. It’s important to note that the authors intended to simulate an 

urban environment, where fill-up rates have higher values and is not common to have accumulative 

wastes in the bins for multiple consecutive days. Whereas, when they tested the heuristics for lower 

demand rates (more similar to rural areas), “CULT” shown a better performance, which is consensual 

to what was here discussed before. 

All these practices were described since it’s important to better understand how (and in which 

situations) the information collected by using remote sensors can be well integrated with the truck 

collection routes before choosing in which containers to embed a sensor. Truck utilization can be 

improved by collecting waste from collection points that are nearby or in the way of the collection routes. 

It’s arguable that instead of looking at each container individually, it would make sense to look at them 

as a group/cluster of containers, grouping them to the other containers of the same region/location. For 

example, Marchiori (2018) suggests that selecting a number of representatives from each group with a 

relatively high number of close containers and then interpolate the demand accordingly for the other 

containers could be adopted to reduce the number of sensors used. However, this suggestion was not 

further developed by the author. 

 

3.1.4. Other criteria – high priority bins  

Anagnostopoulos et al. (2015) analysed a dynamic waste collection model based on the use of 

sensors to measure waste levels, which considered the existence of high priority wastes (in which the 

model is focused on). The authors considered that there exist areas where the waste deposited must 

be paid special attention to, since its presence can be particularly harmful to human lives and to their 
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quality of life, and so there’s a requirement for instant collection in these areas. The areas include areas 

where waste rejected is especially dangerous to humans such as hospitals or surroundings of factories; 

areas that are inhabited by or concentrate sensitive groups of people like schools or neighbourhoods 

where mainly elders reside; touristic areas or even the surroundings of gas stations (increased risk of 

fire). The authors characterize bins that exist in these areas as high priority bins and the dynamic model 

must adapt the routes rapidly after an alarm is triggered for this type of bins. 

In a situation where a reduced number of bins has to be selected for waste monitoring, an 

method where sensors are embedded primarily into bins that impose the most risks for populations and 

is definitely a valid option due to the positive social impacts this method may have.  

 

3.1.5. Approaches for selecting containers to be monitored 

3.1.5.1. Review of Correia’s work 

To the best of the author’s knowledge, in the literature, there’s only one work that addressed 

the problem of monitoring a subset of containers through the use of sensors, in order to reduce the 

implementation costs (and still maintain the benefits of dynamic routing and scheduling), with the 

purpose of integrating this technology in a financially viable way. The referred work is Correia (2016) 

and it also follows up the conclusions of Gonçalves (2014) – it even considered the same region as 

Gonçalves (2014). In the work, the author proposes a methodology that revolves around grouping 

containers that have similar characteristics – forming “clusters” of containers – and where the installation 

of sensors is pretended to be carried out for a subset of containers of each individual cluster, producing 

a sample “more representative of the containers’ diversity and specificity”. For the clustering analysis, 

the proximity measures used were the number of inhabitants served by each container, the filling-up 

average of each container and the filling-up coefficient of variation of each container (quotient between 

the standard deviation and the average values).  

After choosing a subset of containers for a cluster, data manually collected by waste collectors 

in a visual and approximate manner was used to simulate the sensors’ measurements. These 

measurements “obtained” for the sample were then used to extrapolate the filling levels to the whole 

group of similar characteristics. After, the forecasted values were compared to the real ones and it was 

calculated the error associated to the difference between them. A trade-off between the costs of using 

the ICT technologies and the risks associated to the non-monitoring of all the containers was considered 

and several samples of different dimensions were studied in order to find the optimal percentage of 

containers to be monitored that balance the risk and investment. 

Regarding the analysis that the author performed: first, it was assumed that, independently of 

the number of containers monitored, the benefits obtained in Gonçalves (2014) with the optimization of 

routes could be inherited into his work. Since it was also assumed that containers of the same cluster 

would be collected in the same day, this means that the routes would be totally different from the ones 

in Gonçalves (2014). Borrowing the results from Gonçalves (2014) is a faulty approach, since simulating 

the routes that would be originated by sensors’ measurements (and have their costs calculated) is a 

core aspect to understand how well the proposed solution could in fact work. Also, from a topological 

point of view – and since the spatial aspects were not considered when creating each cluster –, the 
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collection routes originated by collecting containers of the same cluster in the same day might 

themselves be incredibly inefficient and there’s no way to know that in the proposed model. 

Moreover, the author is using the sensors not to know which containers are able to be collected 

but to indicate if a cluster of containers is ready to be collected. In other words, no use is made of the 

individual information related to a container’s waste filling level, being only considered in the model the 

number of containers that might be ready or not to be collected. This means that the model neither tries 

to tell if a specific non-monitored container is ready to be collected or not, nor does it enable to avoid 

containers that have an insufficient waste level to be collected. By collecting the entire cluster in the 

same day, the author is accepting the risk of collecting containers in that cluster that are not able to be 

collected and labels a cost to those cases. However, once again, that cost does not take into account 

the spatial relative position of that container and it is over-simplified by assuming an average value for 

all cases.  

In sum, some of the assumptions and approaches adopted were fuzzy and represent an over-

simplification of the problem in question; and the model is not taking full advantage of the information it 

has about the filling-levels. 

 

3.1.5.2. Oxfam’s demonstration 

Only during the aforementioned Oxfam’s demonstration, where sensors were installed in 

donation banks of textile and books, decision-makers were in a situation where they had to consider 

equipping a sample of the total population of containers. They had planned to equip all the donation 

banks in the demonstration area with sensors. However, some of the sensors were vandalised or 

damaged, despite being installed inside the containers. Due to this setback, the team revised the plan 

and had to choose in which banks they would install sensors. Thus, the distribution of the sensors was 

reorganized, now in a subset of the banks. From the different 58 bank sites where they intended to 

install sensors, only 21 ended up being monitored (36%). They preferred to install the sensors in the 

more remote sites, since they reasoned that these would lead to the greatest benefits through visiting 

them less often. The team considered that they would only schedule dynamically to where the sensor is 

working and, for the banks not equipped with a sensor they would use fixed collections. Even though 

the team was faced with this situation, the solution adopted was more of a “quick-fix” as they would 

always recommend to install sensors in all containers in order to collect the most benefits for the dynamic 

routing and scheduling (Straightsol, 2012, 2014a, 2014b). This means that they didn’t consider exactly 

the problem that is being addressed in the present work, where is being studied the possibility that 

picking the right containers to monitor may be advantageous since it can reduce the implementation 

costs while still allowing to exploit the benefits of remote monitoring. 

 

3.2. Sensor placement problems 
 There’s a whole range of applications where sensors are becoming increasingly popular for 

monitoring phenomena, where environmental control for firefighting purposes, intruder surveillance on 

private property or marine ground erosion detection are some of the examples (Guerriero et al., 2011). 

Here, in these situations, choosing the right sensor locations is an essential task. Guestrin et al. (2005) 
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considers the optimization of sensor placement that increases the measurements’ prediction accuracy 

and tested the proposed criteria for indoor temperature measurements and precipitation data. The 

optimization criterion chosen by the authors seeks to place the sensors in the locations that will most 

significantly reduce the uncertainty about the estimates in the rest of space. Other example is Elsersy 

et al. (2016), where sensor node optimization is used in structural health monitoring (controlling 

buildings’ conditions). Here, both the node placement and the routing (communications between 

sensors) are taken into consideration conjointly, since the latter is highly dependent on the former. The 

best route for improving the performance is encountered in an iterative way. The initial set is updated if 

the sensor node that has the “least contribution” in the set can be replaced by one that contributes more 

positively; and the process repeats until no further improvement can be observed. According to the two 

works, since they are limited to installing a reduced number of sensors, they must carefully select where 

to place them. In other words, this problem can be formulated, very simply, as: finding the k best sensor 

locations out of a finite subset V containing n potential locations. A set 𝑆 = {s1, s2, … , s𝑛} must be found, 

where s𝑖 is a binary indicator that is equal to one if location i has been selected and zero otherwise. 

The sensor placement problem, as defined in Munagala (2009), is a stochastic optimization 

problem where the solution is built upfront based only on the probabilistic information about the inputs. 

For the n candidate locations, where sensors are possible to be placed, there’s k ≪ n sensors. In each 

location correlated data is sensed, and the purpose is to place the sensors in such a way that the amount 

of information captured by the sensors regarding the physical phenomena being sensed is maximized. 

The aforementioned definition means that sensor placement problems (as a field of study) are 

fundamentally distinct from the problem being studied in the present work. In these types of problems, 

a sensor is used to capture information of a given area of interest that intersects with the area being 

monitored by other sensors, but in the present problem, a sensor only provides information about an 

individual container, meaning that each measurement depends on only one sensor. Moreover, whereas 

the goal in sensor placement problems is to maximize the information obtained from the sensors’ 

measurements; in the present problem the main objective is to maximize the decision-making ability 

regarding which containers to collect, so that the best possible routes can be undertaken by the 

collection vehicles, i.e., it’s related to the fact some containers may provide more useful information than 

others.  

 Another important distinction is the fact that the sensor placement problems described take 

advantage of the submodularity property which, intuitively, can be seen as a diminishing returns property 

where adding an element to a larger set gives a smaller gain than adding one to a smaller set. By 

exploring the submodularity property of a certain criterion, at each iteration the sensor that is added to 

the network will provide less benefits than the one added before it (Guestrin et al., 2005; Munagala, 

2009; Summers & Lygeros, 2014). In the present problem such property does not exist, and it’s not 

guaranteed that a subsequent sensor couldn’t provide a higher benefit than the one that precede it.  

 Even though what is known to be a sensor placement problem not only does not include the 

problem here concerned, but is also categorically different from it, an analogue formulation can still be 

extracted: finding the k best containers to be monitored by sensors out of finite waste collection area V 

containing n containers. A set 𝑆 = {s1, s2, … , s𝑛} must be found, where s𝑖 is a binary indicator that is equal 
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to one if a container i is selected and zero otherwise. Considering Elsersy et al. (2016), the deployment 

of sensors in containers could encompass an estimate of how much that would allow to reduce the 

collection costs and deduce the containers that have a higher “contribution” for that matter. 

 

3.3. Routing problems  
Considering what was reviewed in subchapter 3.1, routing problems will be briefly explored here. 

The purpose of this is understand how these could be applied together with the knowledge gathered 

about the relevant spatial aspects and dynamic practices, in order to better decide where to strategically 

place the sensors. 

A routing problem for a fleet of vehicles is concerned on finding efficient paths for transportation 

needs through a complex network and can be classified as a node-routing problem or as an arc-routing 

problem, depending on where the demand occurs in the network: it can occur in the nodes and hence 

the goal is to visit the locations, or it can occur in the arcs and then the goal is to visit the edges that 

connect the locations (Pearn et al., 1987). One application of an arc-routing problem is, for example, 

what is necessary for Google to solve when taking pictures of addresses to be fed into the Google Maps 

Street View technology, as it is needed to find the shortest route for each vehicle that crosses every 

street (the arcs) in an assigned region (Google Developers, 2019).  

However, considering the problem here discussed, node-routing problems are the ones that 

make sense to investigate – in the context of optimizing waste collection routes, container sites and the 

depot are interpreted as nodes of the network. 

Two of such problems, central to operations research, that might be helpful for developing 

methods for sensor placement, are the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) and the Vehicle Routing 

Problem (VRP). Typically, a huge number of solutions are possible to be obtained in this type of 

problems, and as a result exhaustive search is not a valid option, i.e., enumerating all the possible 

candidates for a solution, in order to find the (most suitable) solution (Vukmirović et al., 2019). 

 

3.3.1. Travelling Salesman Problem 

The TSP was inspired by the problem faced by a salesman that has to visit a certain number of 

customers that are located in different cities and wants to visit them by performing the shortest possible 

trip. Each city is visited exactly once and after visiting all of them, the salesman returns to its origin city 

(Jünger et al., 1995).. More abstractly and generically, it is the problem of, given a directed, edge-

weighted graph, finding the cyclic path with minimal weight that visits every node in this graph exactly 

once (Hoos & Stützle, 2005). A graph representation of the TSP can be seen in Figure 7. The cities are 

represented by the nodes and the edges contain the distance between each city (the weights).  

An instance of the TSP is called symmetric if, and only if, the weight between two nodes of the 

graph is the same in each direction, i.e., 𝑤𝐴,𝐵 =  𝑤𝐵,𝐴 for any pair of different points A and B. If not 

symmetric, the instance is called asymmetric (Hoos & Stützle, 2005). One-way streets are an example 

of when distance between the same two points may be different depending on the direction considered, 

and thus optimizing street-level routes can be a practical problem instance that requires the use of an 

asymmetric TSP. 
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For a TSP with n cities, an exhaustive search algorithm would have to enumerate ½ * (n-1)! 

possible routes and return the permutation with minimum cost (the product by ½ is to avoid overcounting 

solutions). This means that the time complexity of such algorithm would behave like Θ(n!): for 4 cities, 

the number of possible tours would be ½* 3! = 3; for 8 cities would be ½ * 7! = 2520; for 12 the number  

is 19958400; and for 100 cities this number equals 4.666311e+155, a more-than-astronomical number. 

Through Dynamic Programming solutions, the problem can be solved in Θ(2n ∗ n2), which is much less 

than Θ(n!), but still represents an exponential running time. In fact, there’s no polynomial time solution 

known for this problem (Cormen et al., 2009; Hoos & Stützle, 2005). Although, there are approximate 

algorithms that are capable of solving the problem like the Christofides algorithm, which guarantees an 

approximation ratio of at most 3/2, i.e., the worst possible ratio of the value of the answer obtained by 

the algorithm to the value of the optimal solution is of at most 3/2 (Christofides, 1976). These 

approximate algorithms work only if the problem instance satisfies the triangle inequality. Satisfying 

triangle inequality is a common restriction for the TSP, which means that weight between two points A 

and B is never of greater weight than the weight between A and B through other intermediate point C. 

More generally, a TSP instance satisfies the triangle inequality if, and only if, 𝑤𝐴,𝐵 ≤  𝑤𝐴,𝐶 +  𝑤𝐶,𝐵 for any 

trios of different nodes A, B and C (Cormen et al., 2009; Hoos & Stützle, 2005). 

 The TSP, like many mathematical problems, can be formulated as integer programming 

problems, i.e., linear programming problems in which the variables must assume integer values.  

 

3.3.2. Vehicle Routing Problem 

The first time the VRP was formulated was in Dantzig & Ramser (1959), where it was named 

“The Truck Dispatching Problem”. In the paper, the authors were concerned with finding the “optimum 

routing of a fleet of gasoline delivery trucks between a bulk terminal and a large number of service 

stations supplied by the terminal”. With the shortest distance between any two points in the system being 

provided and a demand being specified for each of the stations, the trucks must be assigned to the 

stations in a way that demands are satisfied and the total travelled distance by the fleet is minimized. In 

the node-routing problem described by the authors, each carrier had a finite capacity C that could only 

supply a limited number of delivery points per trip. 

 

Figure 7: Graph-based representation of a TSP with 10 nodes (adapted from Rivlin, 2019). 
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The VRP can be seen as generalization of the TSP (Dantzig & Ramser, 1959). Whereas in the 

TSP one route serves all the orders, in the VRP more than one route is needed to serve all orders (see 

Figure 8) (Liu et al., 2014). Nowadays, the VRP is used when a set of routes for a fleet of vehicles that 

are based at one depot must be found for a number of geographically dispersed locations that have 

particular demands with the routes starting and ending at a depot (Díaz, 2006; Kumar & Panneerselvam, 

2012).  

Several variants of the VRP are formulated based on the nature of transported goods, the quality 

of service required and the characteristics of the customers and the vehicles. Some of its variants include 

the capacitated VRP (CVRP), where the vehicles have maximum loads; the VRP with time windows 

(VRPTW), where each location has to be visited within a predefined time window; the periodic VRP 

(PVRP) that requires visits to be done in specific days; or, for example, the stochastic VRP (SVRP) 

where some of the values (like customer demands or travel time) are random (Díaz, 2006; Kumar & 

Panneerselvam, 2012). According to Laporte (2010), the classic VRP consists of having m vehicles 

(which can be an input or an output parameter) of identical capacity Q, and the purpose is designing m 

vehicle routes of minimum total cost such that: 1) each route starts and ends at the depot; 2) each 

customer appears in exactly one route; 3) the total demand of a route does not exceed Q; and 4) the 

length of a route does not exceed a prespecified constant L.  

 

Figure 8: TSP vs VRP route patterns (source:  Liu et al., 2014). 

Similarly to the TSP, instances of this node-routing problem can be extremely difficult to solve 

in practice as the computational effort required increases exponentially with the problem size. 

Consequently, approximate solutions like some heuristic methods that give reasonably accurate 

solutions in limited time, are often preferable for real-life problem instances that involve large vehicle 

fleets and that affect greatly logistics and distribution strategies.  

 

3.4. Chapter’s Conclusions 
In this chapter, the existing literature that relates to the problem in study was investigated. It was 

disclosed that this problem had only been directly addressed once in the existing literature, and some 

concerns related to the work’s assumptions and methodology were brought up. Notwithstanding, in 

several instances was possible to obtain helpful knowledge from a broad range of works, which hinted 

at several aspects that may play an important role on the deployment of sensors in a reduced number 

of containers. These aspects were examined to better understand how to solve the problem in question. 
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First, the demand characteristics of waste were considered. It was acknowledged that waste 

demand at each bin must be dealt as having a probabilistic distribution and statistical analyses based 

on historical data may be used to improve solutions. Several works outlined how waste demands rates 

and variability affect remote monitoring’s utility for the optimization of collection routes and schedules. 

The value of having accurate information about waste levels increases for collection areas that have low 

deposition rates (require lower collection frequencies) and that experience more unpredictable rates 

(have a higher variability). 

It is also necessary to consider how containers’ locations are spatially distributed. A higher 

dispersion of collection points results in relatively greater challenges and costs for waste collection 

companies. The use of volumetric sensors allows for a greater savings potential in situations where sites 

are, on average, more isolated from each other since there are more possibilities of reducing the total 

distance travelled due to the dynamic routing. With this, containers that are more isolated are also 

preferred to be monitored since unnecessary long-distance trips can then be avoided. This was the 

criteria adopted by Oxfam when some of the sensors they planned to use were damaged and decision-

makers had to choose where to implement them in only 36% of the total number of sites. 

It was carried out a review over several dynamic and scheduling practices that might improve 

the integration of remote monitoring technologies, especially in the context of the problem in study. It 

was highlighted how different authors agree that it can make sense to collect waste from bins, even if 

these are not near full capacity, in order to improve the collection vehicles’ capacity utilization and save 

future costs. This is explained by the fact that it can be convenient to add partly filled-up containers to 

the collection process since sometimes their location is already included in (or is relatively close to) the 

assigned routes. Furthermore, as deposition rates increase, the better is to collect at lower filling levels 

and vice-versa.  

The TSP and the VRP, were briefly explored to understand the complexity of optimizing routes 

in real-case scenarios. A notion was given about some concepts that may be helpful when developing 

the methods for selecting the containers to be monitored. 

Besides considering only the financial benefits of using sensors, other approach is to consider 

the social benefits and use them preferentially to monitor high priority wastes, i.e., wastes that due to 

their composition or location are more likely to have adverse effects on communities. 

Also, sensor placement problems from other fields of study were very briefly discussed. From 

this, it was possible formulate an analogue outlook for the problem here concerned. 

Lastly, and even if it was possible to obtain insightful knowledge during the literature review, it 

is certainly correct to affirm that there is a literature gap related to the problem under study, which this 

dissertation intends to eliminate. There was not enough research focused on evaluating more 

economical ways of introducing remote sensors into the waste collection activities. It can be added value 

to the literature by studying how the different characteristics of the containers may make them more or 

less relevant to be monitored. This is important, since it may be what waste collection companies need 

to start investing in the remote sensors’ technology, allowing them to upgrade their current waste 

collection systems and decrease operational costs.  
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4. Methods for sensor placement 
In this chapter, it will be presented several methods for deciding which subset of a population of 

containers must be monitored with ultrasonic sensors. The methods proposed are based on some of 

the criteria that were identified during the literature review and which affect this decision. These criteria 

will be outlined and the different methods are described in detail in section 4.1. Next, in section 4.2., it 

will be explained how the methods will be evaluated and how the operational results will be simulated 

by adopting a dynamic collection policy.  

 

4.1. Proposed Methods 
4.1.1 Relevant criteria found in the literature 

During the literature review it was possible to understand better in which circumstances may 

make more or less sense to invest in a sensor to be used in a specific container, with the purpose of 

maximizing the benefits of this technology. In this part of the work, it is important to clarify which criteria 

will be used and why they make sense to be incorporated. It was identified four main criteria: low waste 

demand rates, high waste demand variability, high remoteness, and container not being an intermediate 

one (i.e., a container not being in a location where the collection truck will inevitably pass by when going 

to other container locations). The different methods described in the following sections for selecting the 

containers will apply these criteria to the population of containers.  

The first three methods will consist on a directly applying an individual criterion – waste demand 

rate, waste demand variability and remoteness. The fourth method is an algorithm that intends to 

indirectly apply some of the criteria – remoteness and the degree of how much intermediate a container 

is – and the concepts learned regarding routing problems. Finally, the fifth method, will explore the 

application of the three first criteria simultaneously.  

For the direct application methods, the different containers must be ranked in each criterion, 

accordingly to their score in each one of these. From here an analysis of the relative score values can 

then be carried. In order to perform this analysis, it is necessary to define a measurement unit for 

evaluating each criterion. With the definition of the measurement units it is possible to specify how each 

container behaves in a given criterion. In this way, for each criterion, an ordered list with all the 

containers is obtained, where the order is given by starting in the container that scored higher in that 

criterion and ending with container that scored the lowest.  

 

Figure 9: Selection of containers based on a single criterion. 

The selection of the containers can then be ensued. In order to individually study the impact of 

the different criteria, different samples of different sizes can be evaluated. This means that a number k 
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must be established so that a sample of the k containers that scored higher, in each criterion, is selected. 

For example, as seen in Figure 9, the list of 15 containers is sorted according to a given criterion Z, and 

for a value of k = 4, sensors would be placed in containers C12, C15, C7 and C9.  

 

4.1.2. Method 1 – Waste demand rate of a container 

This criterion is related to the rate of deposition at which a container fills up. During the literature 

review it was concluded that it makes more sense to have a sensor in containers where the waste 

demand rate is lower (Krikke et al., 2008; Straightsol, 2013, 2014a). This means that the value of 

monitoring a specific container (the value of information) is inversely proportional to the waste demand 

rate of that container. In Figure 10.a, considering that the deposition rate of A is higher than B, and 

everything else equal, is preferable to monitor B than A – considering a fixed collection period for the 

containers without sensor, a sensor in B allows to reduce more the number of unnecessary kilometres, 

since the distance from the road junction to the container is saved more times. 

The measurement unit that will be used to evaluate this criterion is very straightforward and is 

the sample mean of the waste demands rates of the container (�̅�) – the mean of the observed values 

{𝑥1, 𝑥2, … , 𝑥𝑛}:   

 
�̅� =

1

𝑛
∑ 𝑥𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 
 

(1) 

Consequently, according to this criterion, a container will be higher ranked for being selected as 

its sample mean decreases. 

 

Figure 10: Representation of the criteria related to the waste demand. 

4.1.3. Method 2 – Waste demand variability of a container 

The waste demand variability is the criterion that is related to how the deposition rate varies in 

time. In the literature review it was concluded that when the deposition rate is uniform across time (lower 

variation of the deposition rate values), the need for a sensor is less, and when it is more floating (higher 

variation), the need for a sensor is higher (Johansson, 2006; McLeod et al., 2013, 2014; Mes, 2012). In 

other words, the value of information is proportional to the waste demand variability of a certain 

container. In Figure 10.b, assuming that the variability of A is higher than B, and everything else equal, 
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is preferable to monitor A than B – we can predict more accurately the filling level of B without the need 

of a sensor. 

In order to define a measurement unit for evaluating the variability of the waste demand, i.e., 

how far the waste demands rates observed for a container are spread out from the mean value, two 

direct tools such as the sample standard deviation (s) or its square, the sample variance (𝑠2), could be 

used: 
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(3) 

 However, in order to correctly compare the degree of variability amongst all the containers, 

these two measures cannot be used, since they are dependent on the value of the mean of each 

container. These two measures have always to be understood in the context of the mean of the data, 

so would be inappropriate for comparing, for example, two containers where the absolute values 

observed differ significantly. Therefore, a dimensionless measure like the sample coefficient of variation 

(𝐶�̂�), that is independent of the unit in which the measurement took place and that can indicate the 

relative dispersion of the data, is required (Pang et al., 2005). It can be obtained by dividing the sample 

standard deviation to the sample mean: 

 𝐶�̂� =  
s

�̅�
 (4) 

 The sample coefficient of variation will then be used to assess the waste demand variability of 

a container. The higher this measure, the more a container is preferable to be selected. 

 Note that the terminology “sample” has been used, since the observed values constitute only a 

part of the population of all the waste demands that a container has experienced, i.e., the population is 

considered to be all the waste demands since a container was installed. Otherwise, the formula for 

calculating the standard deviation would be slightly different.  

 

4.1.4. Method 3 – Remoteness of a container 

The remoteness of a container is the criterion that is related to how much a container is isolated 

from the other containers of the collection network. It was seen in the literature review that the more 

remote a container is, the more logical is to have it monitored, in order to prevent the cost of long 

distances being travelled unnecessarily (Liu et al., 2011; McLeod et al., 2013, 2014; Straightsol, 2014a, 

2014c). So, the value of information increases as the degree of remoteness of a container increases. 

From Figure 11, it can be understood how a sensor in F can lead to more costly trips being saved than 

if it was placed in container E, considering everything else equal and that the remaining network of 

containers is already behind the truck. 

In order to evaluate how much a container is isolated from the rest of the group, several 

measurement units can be considered. Here, two different ways will be used – it may be interesting to 

try to understand if one leads to better results or not.  
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Furthermore, when working with distances, it will be used the distance by road (real distance). 

This implies that the distance from a point A to a point B can be different from the distance in the opposite 

direction (𝑑𝐴,𝐵 =  𝑑𝐵,𝐴 is not mandatory). So, both the distances from (𝑑𝐴,𝐵) and to (𝑑𝐵,𝐴) a container will 

be considered. 

A first way of analysing the remoteness can be by considering the distance to the closest 

container (option 1): the higher the distance to the closest container, the more remote a container is. 

Considering the locations {0, 1, … , n}, where location 0 is the depot and n the is the number of containers, 

the remoteness of container i is evaluated in the following manner: 

 𝑟𝑖
1 = min ({

𝑑𝑖,0+ 𝑑0,𝑖

2
, … ,

𝑑𝑖,𝑛+ 𝑑𝑛,𝑖

2
 } \{𝑑𝑖,𝑖})                   𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛      (5) 

However, with this option, the remoteness of the container is not taking into account the 

remaining containers, because one container can, on average, be closer to the whole group and still 

have the higher distance to the closest container. As it can be seen in Figure 11, and considering that 

the remaining network of containers is already behind the truck, container C has the greater distance to 

the closest container, but, on average, is closer to the whole group than, for example, container F. 

Therefore, it will also be studied a second option, where the remoteness of a container will be 

determined by calculating the average distance to all the other locations on the map (remaining 

containers + depot). In Vonolfen et al. (2011), the same approach is used to measure the remoteness 

of a site, but the authors didn’t specify if they were using the Euclidean distance or the road distance. 

Considering road distances, option 2 will measure the remoteness of a container i in the following way: 
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)                       𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛 (6) 

For both options, the higher the value of 𝑟𝑖, the more a container is preferable to be selected, 

according to its remoteness. 

 

4.1.5. Method 4 – Cost Reduction Algorithm 

4.1.4.1. Degree of how much “intermediate” a container is 

Method 4 will indirectly apply some of the criteria studied. Besides considering the criterion 

remoteness of a container, this method will attempt to also take into account how much intermediate a 

 

Figure 11:  Context for the criterion remoteness of container. 
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container is – a priori, containers that are “more intermediate” will have less chances of being selected 

by this algorithm. Therefore, this criterion is here explained. 

It was concluded that it can be advantageous for dynamic routing practices to collect the 

containers that are not near full capacity when the collection trucks will inevitably pass by them (Mes, 

2012; Omara et al., 2018). Hence, in case such practice is carried, the value of information decreases 

for “very intermediate” containers, i.e., containers which are more likely to be on the paths to other 

containers. As can be seen in Figure 12, and if the waste demand behaves in a similar way for the 

different locations, monitoring A would be preferable than monitoring B, since it is likely that the collection 

vehicles will pass through B more often in order to reach C, D and E and thus the sensor wouldn’t be so 

relevant. 

 

Figure 12: Representation of the criterion related to “intermediate” containers. 

4.1.4.2. Description of the Cost Reduction Algorithm 

 In order to select the location of the sensors, it’s reasonable to make this decision based on the 

fact that embedding a sensor in different locations might lead to different cost reductions on the total 

path necessary to visit the locations, and thus it would be more desirable to select the location which 

provides the larger cost reduction. This algorithm follows the logic mentioned in subchapter 3.2 by 

estimating how much a sensor in a container would allow to reduce the collection costs – based on how 

it impacts the collection routes – and provides a ordered list that presents first the ones with a higher 

contribution.  

Consider the following starting situation: 

- a depot location D and n container locations (all without sensors) 

- a cost matrix between all locations mij 

- a fixed collection route for visiting locations without sensors, that costs 𝐶𝑓𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 . 

To know in which order the containers should be monitored, we can see, at each iteration t, 

which is the location i that when is “removed” – meaning that it turns to be a monitored container and is 

removed from the fixed collection route – will allow to obtain a collection route for the other (n – t) non-

monitored locations, so that the difference 𝐶𝑓𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 − 𝐶𝑛−𝑡𝑖
 is the maximum, for 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛 + 1 − 𝑡. In Figure 

13 is presented the flowchart of the algorithm’s functioning.  
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Figure 13: Flowchart of the cost reduction algorithm. 

For example, in order to choose where to place the first sensor (t = 1), the location i that will be 

selected is the one that maximizes (𝐶𝑓𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 − 𝐶𝑛−1𝑖
), with 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛, meaning that  it is the location that 

when is not included in the fixed collection route leads to it having the lowest cost (allows a higher cost 

reduction). It can be interpreted as the distance that is possible to avoid when the sensor gives the 

information that the container does not need to be visited. 

In Figure 14 is presented a simplified scenario, where the node 0 represents the depot and the 

other 5 nodes represent the container locations. The optimal total cost of visiting all containers and 

returning to the depot is 13.  
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Figure 14: Graph of the small scenario example for the cost reduction algorithm. 

With the purpose of determining in which order the sensors should be assigned on these 

container locations, the values of Table 2 would be considered. At iteration #1 (t =1), after solving the 

TSP five times (one for each location removal, i = 1,2,3,4,5) for four container locations plus depot, the 

algorithm selects location #1 (i =1), since it is the one that would allow the highest cost reduction. Next, 

i = 1 is removed and the algorithm continues with the remaining four locations and solves the TSP four 

times for three locations plus depot. By considering the path cost without location #1, the location that 

would allow now a higher reduction is location #4. By this method, the order in which the containers 

would be monitored would be: [#1, #4, #5, #3, #2]. So, similarly to what was explained, in the ending of 

section 4.1.1., for the direct application methods, if we wanted to assign sensors to, for example, 40% 

of containers (i.e., a sample of size k = 2), the locations #1 and #4 would be the ones selected to be 

monitored. It can also be seen how the location #2 was last in the order, since in all iterations except 

the last one, it never led to a reduction of the path cost given its “intermediate” location. 

Table 2: The values of the path costs for the different container locations. 

Iteration Container removed Path cost Cost reduction 

Initial Solution - 13 - 

#1 

 

#1 10 3 

#2 13 0 

#3 13 0 

#4 11 2 

#5 12 1 

#2 

#2 10 0 

#3 9 1 

#4 8 2 

#5 9 1 

#3 

#2 8 0 

#3 6 2 

#5 4 4 

#4 
#2 4 0 

#3 2 2 

#5 #2 0 2 

 

When in comparison to the measurement units previously described for measuring the 

remoteness of a container (subchapter 4.1.4.), the logic of this method is, a priori, more correct, since a 

container with the higher distance to the closest container or with the higher average distance to all the 
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other locations of the network may not be the one that when turns to be monitored enables the greatest 

cost reductions in the overall distances travelled.  

Of course, there are some problems with selecting the containers in this fashion. First, as 

explained before, in subchapter 3.2, this problem is not submodular, so there’s no guarantee that there 

wouldn’t be a better way of selecting the containers than by starting with the one that provides the largest 

reduction. Also, after selecting a few sensors, in a dynamic collection policy, there could be some 

sensors that inform that a collection is required whereas there will be others that inform that it’s not. This 

implies that it would be more correct to compute the decrease in cost reduction by estimating the 

expected value of cost reduction by considering all the possibilities – however, this would be an 

intractable combinatorial problem.  

Finally, it is important to note that the TSP is being solved by using Google’s OR-tools library 

(Google Developers, 2020). In order to find a solution is being used the provided variant of the 

Christofides heuristic (Christofides, 1976), meaning that the problem is not being solved in an optimal 

manner, which would be desirable but also very time consuming: in the first iteration it is solved n 

instances of the TSP with (n – 1) container locations plus depot, in the second it is solved (n – 1) 

instances with (n – 2) containers plus depot, etc. Finding the sensor locations with this algorithm by 

solving the instances of the TSP in an optimal manner would easily become impracticable when 

considering a real collection network. This may lead to the locations selected being not exactly the same 

ones that would eventually be chosen if the TSP was solved to optimality, since there is a dependency 

on the path that was found by the solver. However, it is likely that most of the locations that allow a 

higher cost reduction in optimal path will also allow a higher cost reduction in a less than optimal path, 

which safeguards the relevance of the results.  

 

4.1.4.3. Cost Reduction Algorithm – Variant with collection frequencies 

Within the previous algorithm, it is not being considered how much a container “needs to be 

visited”. Given a period of time, the different containers will need to be visited a different number of times 

depending on the waste demand rates and variability. Following this, the number of times that a trip to 

a container can be avoided, in a given period T, is conditional on the number of trips that are expected 

to happen to that container in the same period. 

With this, a variation of the previous algorithm will also be tested. Considering that each 

container i should be visited with a specific collection interval from 𝑥𝑖 to 𝑥𝑖 days – it will be explained in 

section 4.2.1 how this collection interval will be obtained for each container – we can calculate a 

frequency of visit 𝑓𝑖 =  
𝑇

𝑥𝑖
, for i = 1,…, n. Being F the max({𝑓1, … , 𝑓𝑛}), and by assuming a fixed collection 

schedule that would collect with a frequency equal to F, the number of saved travels, during period T, 

for each container i with a sensor, would be equal to F – 𝑓𝑖. So, the cost reduction obtained in the 

previous algorithm is here multiplied by F – 𝑓𝑖 in order to determine the container locations that allow a 

higher total cost reduction in a period T. 

Considering, once again, the example from Figure 14, but now imagine that each container 

needs to be visited with the following frequency, as seen in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Small example with different frequencies of visit. 

Container  𝑥𝑖 (days) 𝑓𝑖, for T = 30 F - 𝑓𝑖, for T = 30 

#1 15 2 2.5 – 2 = 0.5 

#2 31 0.97 2.5 – 0.97 = 1.53 

#3 12 2.5 (Max) 2.5 – 2.5 = 0 

#4 22 1.36 2.5 – 1.36 = 1.14 

#5 26 1.15 2.5 – 1.15 = 1.35 

  

In this case, the previous Table 2 would now turn into Table 4. With this variation, the ordered 

list would be: [#4, #5, #1, #2, #3]. In the first iteration, even if the distance saved per trip is higher for 

container #1 than for container #4, the latter is chosen since a higher number of trips can be avoided 

and hence it leads to a higher total cost reduction. Note that when there’s only containers #2 and #3 left, 

it would indifferent to choose either of them. Considering again, a sample of size k = 2, the selected 

locations would be #4 and #5, which is different than the ones obtained when the frequency is not 

considered (#1 and #4) – it may not seem much different since it is a small example, but it may lead to 

relevant differences when tested in a larger population of containers. 

Table 4: The values of the cost reductions, considering frequency of visit. 

Iteration 
Container 

removed 
Path cost 

Cost 

reduction 

Total cost reduction 

[cost reduction × (F – 𝑓𝑖)] 

Initial Solution - 13 - - 

#1 

 

#1 10 3 3 × 0.5 = 1.5 

#2 13 0 0 × 1.53 = 0 

#3 13 0 0 × 0 = 0 

#4 11 2 2 × 1.14 = 2.28 

#5 12 1 1 × 1.35 = 1.35 

#2 

#1 8 3 1.5 

#2 11 0 0 

#3 11 0 0 

#5 7 4 5.4 

#3 

#1 4 3 1.5 

#2 7 0 0 

#3 7 0 0 

#4 
#2 4 0 0 

#3 2 2 0 

#5 #3 0 4 0 

  

4.1.5. Method 5 – Considering rate, variability and remoteness 

The last method will consider the classification of each container, according to their behaviour 

in all the criteria that were presented in methods 1, 2 and 3. This is depicted in Figure 15. There it can 

be seen that, a priori, containers that are classified into octant 1 (in green) are expected to be the most 

critical (i.e., low demand rate, high variability and remote location) and therefore it makes sense that 

they should be monitored; and the ones in octant 8 (in red) are expected to be the less critical (i.e., high 

demand rate, low variability and non-remote location), and so they do not need to be monitored. 
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By this method it is necessary define the limits that separate each octant, in each dimension. 

This can be done in an absolute manner by establishing a threshold value for each measurement unit 

of each criterion: For example, if 𝑙𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 , 𝑙𝑣𝑎𝑟  and 𝑙𝑟𝑒𝑚 are the thresholds for the measurement units’ values 

in the criteria waste demand rate, waste demand variability and remoteness, respectively; this means 

that a container C is considered to be in octant 1 if  �̅�𝑐  ≤ 𝑙𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒,  𝐶�̂�𝑐
 ≥  𝑙𝑣𝑎𝑟 and 𝑟𝑐 ≥ 𝑙𝑟𝑒𝑚. Or this can be 

done in a relative way by assigning a percentage value to each criterion (i.e., 𝑥%𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 , 𝑥%𝑣𝑎𝑟  and 𝑥%𝑟𝑒𝑚), 

and then a container C is considered to be in octant 1 if it’s simultaneously in the 𝑥%𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 of containers 

that ranked higher in the criterion waste demand rate, in the 𝑥%𝑣𝑎𝑟  of containers that ranked higher in 

the criterion waste demand variability, and in 𝑥%𝑟𝑒𝑚 of containers that ranked higher in the criterion 

remoteness. 

After classifying each container in its respective octant, the selection of the containers to be 

monitored can take place. If selecting the containers of the 1st octant ought to be direct, for the ones in 

yellow (in Figure 15) further analysis is necessary. This means that when validating this method, several 

combinations of the octants to be selected must be evaluated. For example, we could first choose only 

octant 1 and then add the other octants individually in order to see which ones lead to the better results 

(e.g. octants 1 and 2; octants 1, 2, 4 and 5; etc.).  

 

4.2. Description of the validation methodology 
In order to validate the different methods for selecting the containers, it is necessary to test them 

in a simulation environment, where the day-to-day waste collection routes will have into account the 

filling levels of the monitored containers. So, firstly, it is given a broader and more generic description of 

what will be the validation methodology (4.2.1.). Afterwards, the dynamic collection policy adopted in 

this work, that intends to adapt the routes to the waste demand levels, will be described (4.2.2.): it will 

be provided the details on how the day-to-day collection activities will be simulated and tested.  

The several methods for selecting the containers and the simulation environment where they 

will be tested were developed by programming in Python code.  

 

Figure 15: Three-dimensional classification of containers (adapted from Zhang et al., 2012). 
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4.2.1. Overview of the validation methodology 

The diagram of the validation methodology is represented in Figure 16. There it can be seen 

the several steps that will be carried out in order to validate the several methods proposed.  

 

Figure 16: Diagram of the validation methodology.  

1) Study of the real case scenario: 

The validation methodology will be based on a real case. This step will be fully covered in 

chapter 5. A geographical area with fixed collection routes will be under study, where the author of 

this work will have access to historical data regarding the filling levels of the containers. These data 

will be used to determine the variance and average rate of each container’s demand. Another sub-

step involves the modelling of the waste demand into a continuous probability distribution, that will be 

necessary to represent the stochasticity of the simulations. Moreover, the real road network of the 

real case will be analysed, in order to obtain a matrix of costs and a graph that represent it, which are 

two inputs necessary for the dynamic collection policy – which is described in the next subchapter. 

 

2) Determine the collection interval and threshold of collection:  

In this step, for each container, it is calculated their specific collection interval and collection 

threshold level, based on a continuous probability distribution that will model the daily waste deposition, 

and on certain thresholds that intend to guarantee a decent level of service.  

Threshold level: Being 𝑋𝑖 a random variable that characterizes the daily deposition rate of a 

container i, and by considering the cumulative distribution function 𝐹𝑋𝑖: R → [0,1], there is a daily 

deposition rate threshold (𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑖
) so that the probability of that container i fill-up in a day a 

quantity less than that deposition rate threshold is 𝛿𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 . Meaning that we have: 
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 Pr(𝑋𝑖 ≤ 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑖
) = 𝐹𝑋𝑖(𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡) = 𝛿𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑    

<=>  𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑖
= 𝐹𝑋𝑖

−1(𝛿𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑) = 𝑄𝑋𝑖(𝛿𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑), 
(7) 

where 𝑄𝑋𝑖 represents the quantile function (or inverse cumulative distribution function). In this way, we 

can define a threshold level (ψ𝑖), so that when the container’s filling level surpasses that value, the 

probability of that container not overflowing in the next day is less than 𝛿𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑  (probability of 

overflowing is more than 1 – 𝛿𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑). Then, ψ𝑖 is given by: 

 

 ψ𝑖 =  100 −  𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑖
 (8) 

 

Required Collection Interval: Besides assuming a cumulative distribution function 𝐹𝑋𝑖: R → [0,1] 

of a random variable 𝑋𝑖 that characterizes the daily deposition rate of a container i, it is also necessary 

to consider that the daily deposition rates are independent and identically distributed random variables, 

meaning that deposition rates of different days have the same characteristics and do not influence each 

other values (there is no memory of deposition rates generated in the past). That being said, if: 

 𝑋𝑖  𝑖𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑦 𝑔𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛 𝑑𝑎𝑦
 ~ 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝜇𝑖, 𝜎𝑖

2) (9) 

 Then we have, after 𝑏𝑖 days: 

 𝑋𝑖  𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑖 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠
 ~ 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑏𝑖𝜇𝑖, 𝑏𝑖𝜎𝑖

2) (10) 

and so, it is possible to calculate the number of days 𝑏𝑖 that are necessary so that the probability of that 

container i being encountered with a filling level greater than its previous calculated threshold level (ψ𝑖) 

at day 𝑏𝑖 is more than a certain value 𝛿𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙 . Considering the survival function 𝑆𝑋𝑖, where 𝑆𝑋𝑖 = 1 - 𝐹𝑋𝑖, 

the value of 𝑏𝑖 can be calculated by discovering the largest integer value where the following condition 

is not verified:  

 Pr (𝑋𝑖𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑖 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠
> ψ𝑖) =  𝑆𝑋𝑖𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑖 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠

(ψ𝑖) ≥ 𝛿𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙 

 

(11) 

 The value of 𝑏𝑖 that is calculated for each container is then their collection interval. 

 The calculated values will be displayed in the beginning of chapter 6. 

 

3) Determine the order with which the containers must be monitored: 

In this step, the methods described in subchapter 4.1 will be applied and obtained the ordered 

list of containers, that goes from the ones that must be the first to be monitored to the ones that can be 

monitored in last. 

 

4) Simulate day-to-day collection for the baseline scenarios: 

Here, it will be simulated the waste collection operations of several baseline scenarios that will 

be used as a basis of comparison for the partially monitoring scenario, such as: the current waste 

collection policy (blind collection with fixed collection routes) – baseline scenario 1; the case where all 

containers are being monitored (a dynamic collection policy with perfect information) – baseline scenario 

4; a case where the current routes are maintained but their collection interval is increased – baseline 
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scenario 2; and the case where the dynamic collection policy is applied but there is not a single sensor 

installed – baseline scenario 3. They will all be better depicted in the beginning of chapter 6. 

 

5) Simulate day-to-day collection for the partially monitoring scenario with a dynamic 

collection policy: 

Since with this work is intended to study if the benefits of a dynamic collection policy can be 

maintained, even if only a part of the population of containers is being monitored, the daily waste 

collection operations of the chosen real geographical area will be simulated as if sensors had been 

embedded in the selected containers and the routes are adapted to the monitored levels.  

This study is performed for each method proposed and, in order to study the benefits for each 

method, the number of sensors to install will vary. 

 

6) Analyse the results: 

The costs, overflows and other relevant variables of the different scenarios are analysed and 

discussed.  

 

4.2.2. The dynamic collection policy 

To simulate the day-to-day waste collection routes that will result from monitoring only a pre-

selection of locations it is needed to define a dynamic collection policy. It is proposed a simple stochastic 

dynamic collection policy where the performed routes are adapted to the waste demand by taking into 

account the filling levels of the monitored containers, and other aspects such as the historical data 

regarding the complete population of containers. 

 Therefore, with this dynamic collection policy: 

- It is intended to simulate a period of collection operations, where part of the population 

of containers is being monitored and communicating the filling levels in real time; 

- The decisions regarding when to collect must consider the knowledge we have about 

the filling levels of the monitored containers and must take into account the estimated 

needs for the containers without sensor. For these containers, it will be considered the 

number of days since the last visit and their specific collection intervals; 

- The filling levels of the containers are determined by considering a stochastic function 

of the time, since last collection; 

- Results such as the incurred costs and the number of overflows will be computed. 

In Figure 17 is represented the flowchart of the algorithm behind this dynamic collection policy 

and in Table 5 the several steps are described (recommended to follow both at the same time). 
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Figure 17: Flowchart of the dynamic collection policy algorithm. 

Table 5: Steps of the dynamic collection policy algorithm. 

Step Description 

1.1 

The inputs are the matrix of costs between all locations (mij), the graph that represents the topology 
of the road network, the list of containers with sensor (𝑆𝐿), the number of days of the simulation (T) 
and, for each container, the threshold level  

(ψ𝑖), the required collection interval (𝑏𝑖), and the parameters that will allow to model the waste 

demand of each container into a continuous probability distribution. Each collection route will cover 
a required number of containers (numberrequired) that is adapted to the geographical area in 
question, which is also an input of the algorithm.  

The variables that will inform about the filling levels and count the cost, number of collections, 
number of trips, number of overflows, quantity collected and number of days since last visit are 
initiated. It is assumed that all the containers were collected in the previous day, so at the start of 
the simulation the filling level is 0 for all containers. 

1.2 
At first iteration we have t = 1. Based on the parameters of a continuous probability distribution, a 
daily deposition value is generated and added to the filling level. It is checked if there were any 
overflows – to note that it is assumed that the overflow quantity it is not collected, i.e., it is lost. 
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1.3 

It is calculated for all containers in how many days each one of them must be collected (variable 
“𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠_𝑇𝑜_𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑡_𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡”): 

• For the containers without sensor: At each iteration, it is considered that a new day has 
passed since the last visit (“𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡_𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡”). Since each container will have a required 

collection interval (“𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠_𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙”) with which they must be visited, the 
number of days that have passed since the last collection is then subtracted to that 
collection interval, and thus, the next visit is calculated from there: 
 

𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠_𝑇𝑜_𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑡_𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡 = 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠_𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙 –  𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡_𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡 

 

• For the containers with sensor: At each iteration, this decision is guided by the filling level 
of these containers. So, depending the measured filling-level (𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡_𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙) and the 
historical data of those containers, it will be calculated a new time interval in which those 
containers need to be visited. This is similar to the way the required collection interval is 
calculated (see subchapter 4.2.1), but in this case, the current filling level is subtracted: 
 

Pr (𝑋𝑖𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑖 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠
> ψ𝑖 −  𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡_𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙) =  𝑆𝑋𝑖𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑖 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 

≥ 𝛿𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙 

1.4 Check if there is any container that has to be collected today (i.e., if 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠_𝑇𝑜_𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑡_𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡 = 0).  

1.5 Check if it is the last collection day, i.e., if t >T. 

1.6 Go to next collection day (t = t + 1). 

1.7  Here, it checked if the required number of containers to be collected (numberrequired) was reached. 

1.8 The TSP instance is solved in order to visit all the necessary containers. 

1.9 

It is added the next most critical container. Two different ways of doing this will be tested: 

a) It is added the container that counts the minimum number of days until the next visit i.e., 
the min(𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠_𝑇𝑜_𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑡_𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡). 

b) It is added the container where the ratio “days to next visit / required collection interval” 

has the lowest value, i.e., the min(𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠_𝑇𝑜_𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑡_𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡 / 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠_𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙). 

1.10 
The TSP instance is solved in order to simulate a visit to all the necessary containers. Here, it is 
also seen what are the locations that would be in the path, i.e., intermediate locations. If there exist 
these intermediate locations, they will be added temporarily to the list of locations to be visited.  

1.11  
Checks if the number of containers to be visited (including the intermediate containers) is less, 
equal or more the than required number of containers to be collected. 

1.12  
If the number is less, the intermediate containers are “forgotten” due to the fact they can stop being 
intermediate when the next most critical container is added, and a new route is determined. 

1.13 
If the number is higher than the required number, the intermediate containers that are the less 
critical (same evaluation as in step 1.9) are discarded, until the required number is obtained. 

1.14 
This step being reached means that there was a collection. So, the number of days since the last 
visit and the filling level of the collected containers are reset. The cost, number of collections and 
the total quantity collected are also updated. 

1.15 
Retrieves the number of collections, the number of trips, the number and quantity of overflows, 
quantity collected, and total costs incurred. 
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5. Study of a real-case scenario  
 The methods presented in the previous chapter will be validated on a real-case scenario. For 

that, the operations of ERSUC – Resíduos do Centro, S.A. in the municipality of Soure will be studied 

here. ERSUC is partner of this study and has shared several important data regarding their collection 

operations. ERSUC recommended to study the municipality of Soure since they consider the waste 

collectors from this municipality to be more reliable on registering the data values. 

First, in section 5.1., the company ERSUC is briefly introduced, as well as part of the collection 

network that it operates in the municipality of Soure. Here, is also studied what are the current practices 

undertaken by ERSUC and an estimate of the costs of the current situation is given. In section 5.2., 

historical data, regarding part of the collection system is presented in order to study the demand 

characteristics of a population of containers. It is explained how these data were obtained, and how they 

are used to statistically model the waste demand’s rate and variability of the containers. 

Finally, in section 5.3., the geographic location of each container is also used in order to study 

the road network, i.e., the special facet of the problem. 

 

5.1. Waste collection in Soure 
5.1.1. Brief Presentation of ERSUC and Soure municipality  

ERSUC – Resíduos do Centro, S.A. is a Portuguese waste management company responsible 

for exploring and managing a multi-municipal SGRU in the central west coast of Portugal, involving a 

total of 36 municipalities, covering 6700 km2 (7.5% of the Portuguese continental area) and servicing a 

population of circa one million inhabitants. Nowadays, ERSUC possesses approximately 30 collection 

vehicles, has more than 13000 containers of separate collection, from where it collected 28513 tons of 

material, in 2018 (ERSUC, 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018e). According to the 2018’s financial statement 

report, ERSUC employs around 330 workers, holds assets superior to 87 million euros and has ended 

2018 with a net result superior to 90000 euros (ERSUC, 2018a). 

For the validation of the previously presented methods, it will be studied part of the waste 

collection system of ERSUC. In particular, it will be analysed the paper-cardboard waste collection of 

the municipality of Soure, which compromises 98 containers and a depot, and is represented in Figure 

18. It can be seen that the containers are divided in two sub-groups that correspond to two different 

routes: one of 50 containers (let’s denominate it group A) – blue markers in the figure –, and other of 48 

containers (let’s denominate it group B) – green markers. It’s also possible to notice that the containers 

are spread out across, practically, the whole area of the municipality of Soure (the shaded area in the 

figure); and that the depot is considerably far from the area of collection (the black marker in the right 

top corner). 
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Figure 18: Network of paper-carboard containers in Soure.  

As previously mentioned, in chapter 2, this work would focus in studying separate collection 

rather than studying mixed collection, since it was concluded that there is a greater urgency of updating 

the existing collection models in the former and is where the integration of ICTs is potentially more 

beneficial. This is mainly due to the low deposition rates that this type of collection suffers from. It was 

also noted that this is even truer for areas with low population density, such as rural areas, where the 

deposition rates are even lower, and the network of containers is more disperse.  

The municipality of Soure fits in this description. Most of the area of Soure is predominantly 

rural. The population density of Soure is 72,9 people per km2, a value below the national average of 

111,5 people per km2, and much lower than the values of urban centres like Lisbon where the population 

density is of 5066,4 people per km2 (INE, 2012; PORDATA, 2019a).  

Furthermore, by analysing the ERSUC’s financial statement report of 2018, it is possible to see 

that, in 2018, 408.7 tons of separated waste were collected in the municipality of Soure, during separate 

collection. This value corresponds to an average of 22.6 kg being produced annually per inhabitant of 

Soure, which is less than the ERSUC’s average for the 36 municipalities (30.9 kg per capita), which in 
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its turn, is less than value for the Portuguese average (103.5 kg per capita, in 2018) (ERSUC, 2018a; 

PORDATA, 2019b). 

In the case of the paper-cardboard waste stream, in 2018, these represented 29.4% of the 

separated waste collected by ERSUC in Soure, i.e., a total of 120.1 tons or an average of 6.62 kg per 

citizen of Soure (ERSUC, 2018a). 

 

5.1.2. Current waste collection policy 

According to ERSUC, separate collection is organized by circuits, for each material; and each 

circuit is performed with a pre-established frequency that is said to have in consideration the number of 

containers of the circuit and their waste production (ERSUC, 2018d).  

Both groups A and B correspond to two different circuits, i.e., the collection of each group is not 

done in the same route nor in the same schedule. For the development of this work, ERSUC provided 

several data regarding the 98 containers of paper-carboard. In Table 6 some collection statistics of the 

year 2017 are presented for both groups.  

Without sensors, in order to know the quantities of waste collected, a common approach is to 

weight the waste collection vehicles after the collection and with this obtain the collected quantity per 

route performed – the quantity related data from Table 6 was obtained by ERSUC in this fashion. 

Table 6: The collection of the 98 paper-cardboard containers, in 2017.  

 Group A Group B 

Number of containers 50 48 

Number of collections 52 53 

Average period between collections (days) 7.0 6.9 

Maximum period between collection (days) 14 11 

Minimum period between collection (days) 3 4 

Average collection time 6h14m 6h25m 

Average circuit distance (km) 138.6 174.5 

Average collected quantity (kg) 1234.2 752.8 

Average collected quantity per container 
(kg/container) 

24.7 15.7 

  

Even if the period between collections can vary within each group, on average, the containers 

are collected once per week, resulting in 52 and 53 collections per year. By viewing the locations of the 

containers of the two groups in Figure 18, it’s reasonable to think that ERSUC would benefit from having 

only one route for the whole collection. However, in that scenario the maximum collection time would be 

exceed for the collection crew, which performs shifts of 6 hours and 40 minutes maximum – note that 

the average collection time is close to that value but does not exceed it. In this way, two routes are 

required due to this legal restriction. Other reason that could force the inclusion of two routes would be 

the collection trucks’ capacity not being enough to collect all the containers in one route. According to 

the data of 2017, there were a few times that the ERSUC’s truck almost reached full capacity (2200 kg), 
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and only for the collection of the containers of group A. If there was not a restriction on the collection 

time, this factor could also imply the necessity of two routes. 

 It’s also possible to see that the collection for group A is more efficient than for group B, since, 

on average, less kilometres are needed to be travelled to collect more quantities of material. This may 

be due to the fact that the containers of group A are less spread, are closer to the depot, and are mainly 

in areas with more population (e.g. centre of Soure). According to the previously identified criteria, an a 

priori assumption would be that the containers of group B are more appropriate for having a sensor. 

Furthermore, the containers used by ERSUC are like the one seen in Figure 19. These are 

surface containers with a volume capacity of 2.5 m3(Gonçalves, 2014)(Gonçalves, 2014)(Gonçalves, 

2014). Values for the density of the paper-carboard material within a container were empirically obtained 

and provided by ERSUC: 30 kg/m3, in average. A very similar value was also adopted in Ramos et al. 

(2018) (29,5 kg/m3) – this was also provided by the waste collection company they partnered in their 

work, Valorsul. This means that the average collected quantity per container, for both groups, is far 

below from what a container could contain (2.5m3  × 30
kg

m3 = 75 kg). 

 

Figure 19: The paper-cardboard container (adapted from Vila Nova de Poiares, 2017) 

Both routes (A and B) can be found represented in Appendix A. The distance travelled for each 

route was obtained by using an app developed under the WSmart Route research project (WSmart 

Route, 2019). This app allows to determine the matrix of the road distances that exist amongst the 

containers – it is only necessary to provide, as an input, an Excel sheet with the GPS coordinates of 

each one –, and so, it is possible to obtain the distance of the performed routes. That being said, the 

route distance, the collection time and the cost per route were then estimated for each of these groups, 

as shown in Table 7.  

Table 7: Estimated distance, costs and collection times of routes A and B. 

 Group A Group B 

Total distance route (km) 133.7 179.6 

Cost per route (€) 133.7 179.6 

Collection Time   6h07m 6h33m 

For the route costs was considered the information given by ERSUC: the current cost per 

travelled kilometre is estimated at 1 €/km and includes fuel consumption, the maintenance of the vehicle 

and the salary of the collection crew.  
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For calculating the collection time it was considered an average speed of 50 km/h when the 

vehicle moves towards or from the depot and it was considered an average speed of 30 km/h for group 

A and of 40 km/h for group B, when the vehicle moves between containers – the reason for this 

distinction is the fact that the containers of group A are closer to each other and are mainly located in 

populated areas (e.g. villages of Soure and Alfarelos) where the velocity needs to be reduced. An 

average of 3 minutes was considered for the collection manoeuvres. For example, for group A: 

- The distance travelled from and to the depot is equal to 𝑑0,1 + 𝑑50,0 = 62.5 km, which is 

travelled at 50 km/h. 

- The distance travelled amongst the containers is 133.7 – 62.5 = 71.2 km, which is 

travelled at 30 km/h. 

- There are 50 containers. 

So, we have: 

Collection time (A) = [(
62.5

55
+

71.2

30
) × 60 + 50 × 3 ] 60⁄  ≅ 6.12h = 6h07m 

The estimated distances and collection times for the routes are slightly different in comparison 

with the average values taken from the data of 2017 in Table 6: the estimated time is a bit lower for 

route A and a bit higher for route B. For route A, this may lie in the fact that the path taken by the 

collection vehicles may not be exactly the one that matches the shortest distance between each 

container; or, in case of route B, it’s recorded that there were a few days when the vehicles of ERSUC 

didn’t collect all the containers of that group, which could lead to lower the average value. For the 

purpose of this work, it will be considered that for both routes the collection of ERSUC is always 

performed to all the containers and the path undertaken between two containers matches the shortest 

path between those two containers. 

Under the circumstances, and considering that a year has exactly 52 weeks and that the 

collection happens one time per week, the yearly costs that ERSUC allocates to the separate collection 

of paper-cardboard in the municipality of Soure are: (133.7 + 179.6) × 52 = 16291.6 €. Assuming the 

average values from Table 6 (138.6 +  175.5) ×  52 = 16333.2€, it can be considered that this 

estimation is fairly adequate. 

 

5.2. Study of the individual demand 
In this subchapter, it will be used data provided by ERSUC regarding the 98 containers of paper-

carboard. This includes information about the individual demand that each container experienced during 

a period of almost four months. It will be explained how the data were obtained, and how it was 

subsequently investigated and handled in order to obtain the waste demand’s rate and variability for 

each container. In the last part of this subchapter, it is explained how the data will be modelled through 

a probability distribution in order to carry on with the analysis of the municipality of Soure. 

 

5.2.1. The gathering of each container’s data 

It is common that no data is gathered relatively to how much a specific container was filled at a 

particular collection (it was noted that a common approach is to only weight the vehicles after the 
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collection). However, it was seen through the course of this work that having knowledge about the waste 

demand characteristics of each container can be very important if we want to study in which containers 

the remote monitoring can be more beneficial. 

In order to overpass this problem, between April 1st and July 23rd of 2019, it was asked to the 

waste collectors of ERSUC to manual register the amount of waste inside a container at the moment 

just before its collection would take place; and to register also the amount inside the containers of the 

other materials that could be encountered in the same site, i.e., if, for example, the collection crew is 

collecting glass-waste containers, they would take a look into the containers of paper-carboard and of 

plastic-metal packaging wastes that would be on the same site, and register the waste level.  

This method involves analysing the content of the container in a visual manner, and is, of course, 

subjective and can only be performed in an approximate way. Nevertheless, this does not constitute a 

problem, since it is not that important to precisely specify the amount of waste inside the container, but 

just to have a rough estimate of the waste level. Therefore, the worker registering the waste quantity 

would classify the container into the following values and intervals, constituting a Likert scale with six 

values: 

• Container is empty (0%) → A value of 0% is assumed. 

• Waste-level is between 0 and 25% → A value of 12.5% is assumed. 

• Waste-level is between 25 and 50% → A value of 37.5% is assumed. 

• Waste-level is between 50 and 75% → A value of 62.5% is assumed. 

• Waste-level is between 75% and 100% → A value of 87.5% is assumed. 

• Container is completely full (100%) → A value of 100% is assumed. 

 

The same procedure was also adopted in Marchiori (2018), but in that work the data manually 

registered by the waste collectors was used to validate the measurements performed by the sensors, 

during a testing phase of four weeks. A linear correlation of 0.96 was found between the sensors data 

and the manually collected data, in that study. 

By the end, the waste collectors of ERSUC, were responsible for registering a total of 3491 

entries regarding the waste-levels of the 98 containers, during the period in analysis. The data collected 

were not without some inconsistencies, such as days where some containers didn’t have an entry, but 

others did; or when a subsequent day would have a lower filling level than a previous day, with collection 

having not occurred in between. This incongruity could be due to human error (distraction or a “difficult-

to-analyse” situation), or due to the fact that waste posteriorly thrown into the container could trample 

the materials already inside – which is relatively more likely to happen in the case of paper-cardboard 

wastes. Despite this, these situations represent a minority and workarounds were properly carried out 

when dealing with the data. 

 

5.2.2. The treatment and analysis of the data 

The purpose of studying these historical data is to find the values of the waste demand’s rate 

and variability of each container. This is required because these aspects are object of analysis in two of 

the proposed methods, but also since it is necessary to simulate the results of applying the methods, 
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and thus these parameters are used to attribute a continuous probability distribution to each container 

for modelling their waste generation. Therefore, the sample mean, the standard deviation (and variance) 

and the sample coefficient of variation of the waste demand will be found for each container, using the 

collected data. 

The records made by the waste collectors are the raw data. These served to identify the waste 

level of a container, in percentage (%) of the total container, on a specific day. An elucidative example 

is presented in Table 8. Here, the records of a period of 8 days are presented for 12 containers. In this 

period, the containers were collected two times: in 01/04 and a week later, in 08/04. Not only the level 

of waste was annotated by the collection crew on these days (just before being collected), but also in a 

day between (04/04) by the team that was responsible for collecting the glass or plastic/metal packaging 

wastes on that site. It can also be seen that there is one entry missing for the waste level of C8 (in 

yellow), and that for container C4 it was registered a higher volume of waste for a previous day (37.5% 

in 04/04) than for a subsequent day (12.5% in 08/04) (in orange). 

Table 8:  Raw data of the waste-levels (%) measurements – example   

 

The raw data is then processed. The next, intermediary, step is to determine the containers’ 

filling levels for all the days of the presented period. For this, two assumptions are made: 

- The filling level grows linearly between two dates without entries, i.e., grows linearly for 

the days when there is no data input; 

- The waste level is registered in the beginning of the day. So, the waste level of a 

container on the day t is the waste level of that container on the day t – 1 plus the waste 

deposited on the day t – 1: 

 𝑊𝐿(𝐶)𝑑𝑎𝑦 𝑡 =  𝑊𝐿(𝐶)𝑑𝑎𝑦 𝑡−1 + 𝑑eposition(𝐶)𝑑𝑎𝑦 𝑡−1 (12) 

Therefore, different filling-up rates are calculated for the two periods. In this example, the waste-

level of 04/04 was used to fill the dates between 01/04 and 04/04, and the waste-level of 08/04 was 

used for the period between 04/04 and 08/04. Giving container C2 as example: 

➔ In the first period: The level of 12.5% in 04/04 was deposited linearly in the three previous 

days. Thus, in these 3 days, the container filled-up a volume equal to 
12.5

3
 ≅ 4.2, per day. 

➔ In the second period: There’s now four days of interval, and so, the incremental volume in 

this period is 
62.5−12.5

4
= 12.5. 
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For the container C8, where there was an entry missing, it was considered the value of the day 

08/04 to determine the remaining values for the period of 01/04 to 08/08 (
37.5

7
 ≅ 5.4). For the situation in 

C4 is assumed that the latest value to have been registered is the correct one (the one from day 08/04). 

With this, the estimated waste-levels can be encountered in Table 9, and the estimated daily 

deposition rates can be found in Table 10, where the average and the standard deviation for the period 

of this example are also presented. 

Table 9: Estimated waste-levels (%) for all the days of the period – example   

 

Table 10: Estimated daily waste demand rates, average and standard deviation (%) – example   

 

By applying this procedure to the whole period of observation, is possible then to calculate what 

was the average of the daily waste demand rates, as well the measures related to the variability, that 

each container experienced. The values for the 98 containers can be found in Appendix B. In Table 11 

it is presented the average value of the mean and of the coefficient of variation of each container, and 

the maximum and minimum values. It’s also displayed the average values for groups A and B.  

Table 11: Daily waste demand rates - average, max and min values of the mean and coefficient of variation 

 Mean  (𝒙) 
C. Variation (𝑪�̂�) 

 in percentage in weight 

Max 13.14 % 9.9 kg 2.36 

Min 1.90 % 1.4 kg 0.57 

Average 5.39 % 4 kg 1.33 

Average Group A 5.62 % 4.2 kg 1.25 

Average Group B 5.14 % 3.9 kg 1.42 
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Moreover, it is possible to note again, from the individual data collected in this period, that the 

containers of group B seem more appropriate for having a sensor. As shown in Table 11, these have a 

lower daily deposition and experience more variability. 

Finally, in Table 12, it’s also presented the number of times that the collection occurred for each 

waste level (intervals of 25%), in total and for both groups A and B. During this period, the collection 

was performed 17 times for each circuit, and a total of 1666 collection manoeuvres were applied to the 

containers. Half of the times, containers were collected at the lower interval (a waste level between 0 

and 25%), and only one tenth were collected at the higher interval (between 75 and 100%). This 

reinforces the claim that sensors could help the separate collection of Soure to be more efficient. As 

expected, the containers of group B showcase worse results than the containers of group A. 

Table 12: Frequency of each waste level at collection, in the 2019’s studied period. 

 Total Group A Group B 

% volume # collections percentage # collections percentage # collections percentage 

[0;25] 851 51% 399 47% 452 55% 

]25;50] 329 20% 182 21% 147 18% 

]50;75] 301 18% 157 18% 144 18% 

]75;100] 185 11% 112 13% 73 9% 

Sum 1666 100% 850 100% 816 100% 

 

5.2.3. Statistical modelling of the waste demand 

5.2.3.1. Selecting the probability distribution 

As explained before, in subchapter 4.2.2, it is intended to carry out simulations by using 

stochastic inputs in order to test and validate the methods proposed. To accomplish this, it is necessary 

to specify what is the continuous probability distribution of these stochastic inputs, i.e., the quantities of 

waste deposited daily at each container. Therefore, the purpose of this subchapter is to use the historical 

data previously studied to model the waste demand through a probability distribution. 

First, it is necessary to understand that there will never be a probability distribution that 

represents exactly a set of data. There is, though, distributions that are accurate enough for the intended 

purposes of a given model (Law, 2011). Furthermore, it’s important to notice that, in this case, trying to 

represent exactly the processed data could be a mistake, since the data themselves do not represent 

the reality – for example, a linear grow was assumed to happen between two consecutive registers 

(leading to a lot of values getting repeated), which is unlikely to be the case. Also, once again, the intent 

of these steps is only to provide a rough estimate of the real values.  

With all this in mind, and since this is not the core of the current work, it will be not given too 

much depth on how to select the “correct” continuous probability distribution – for that, see Law (2011). 

Also, it will be given preference to the adoption of a more standard statistical methodology to the 

detriment of scrutinizing more complex (and possible more adequate) non-standard methodologies. 

First thing to notice is that the waste generated daily at each container, cannot assume ever 

negative values and, by such reason, a normal distribution would fit very badly. Since the waste demand 

rates have, in average, values very close to zero, this aspect can’t be neglected – otherwise negative 

values would be generated in the simulations with some frequency. Thus, the natural next choices are 
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either the lognormal distribution or the gamma distribution, which assume only positive values and are 

capable of representing the positive skewness (i.e., asymmetric probability distribution around the mean 

with the “tail” to the right), so typical of these type of data sets (see Figure 20). The gamma distribution 

will be used instead of the lognormal, because it is easier to handle analytically (Linhart, 1965). Other 

option would be to consider the beta distribution, which could be used to limit the maximum value of 

waste generated daily. However, a maximum value will not be considered, and even if the collection 

crew didn’t register overfull containers (waste-level values > 100%), in the simulations that will not be 

considered impossible. Still, note that the question really being here discussed is if a container should 

be allowed to fill-up more than 100% in a single day. Due to the low deposition rates of most containers, 

that it will be extremely unlikely, and so this restriction will not be considered. 

 

Figure 20: Negative and positive skewness of a probability distribution (adapted from ION Data Services, 
2020). 

One aspect that the standard gamma distribution does not suffice, is the fact that within the set 

of the collected data there are many zeros, which correspond to the days when no deposition happened. 

As said before, a gamma distribution only considers positive values, and so having zero values would 

immediately rule out the possibility of this distribution being suitable for modelling these data. However, 

this does not constitute a problem. Even though it is certainly the case that there are days when no 

deposition happens, the number of zeros may have been inflated due to the data registering procedure 

undertaken. Besides, it won’t affect the simulations results if extremely small values for the daily 

deposition are generated instead of the value zero, and thus the gamma distribution is still appropriate.  

 

5.2.3.2. The gamma distribution  

The gamma distribution is a positive continuous probability distribution. Three different 

parametrizations exist, but in this work is considered the one that makes use of a shape parameter 𝑘 

and a scale parameter 𝜃. Both parameters must assume positive values. A gamma-distributed random 

variable X with shape k and scale 𝜃 is denoted:  

 𝑋 ~ 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎(𝑘, 𝜃) (13) 

In Figure 21 it is possible to see how the probability density function (PDF) varies with the values 

of the parameters k and 𝜃. For values of 𝑘 ∈ ]0; 1], the curve of the PDF assumes a shape of an 

exponentially decreasing function; and for 𝑘 ∈ ]1; +∞[, the function stops being monotonically 

decreasing, and starts resembling an “asymmetric bell-shaped” curve. As the k → +∞, the gamma 

distribution is identical to the normal distribution in shape. 
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The mean of the gamma distribution, μ, is: 

 µ = 𝑘𝜃 (14) 

Whereas, the variance, 𝜎2, is calculated by: 

 𝜎2 = 𝑘𝜃2   (15) 

 

Figure 21: Probability density functions for different parameters k and θ (source: Wikipedia, 2020). 

5.2.3.3. Determining the parameters and modelling the waste demand 

Following (13), the deposition of waste in a certain container C, in a day t, is considered to be a 

gamma-distributed random variable, and is denoted: 

 𝑑eposition(𝐶)𝑡  ~ 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎(𝑘, 𝜃) (16) 

From equations (14) and (15), and by using the previously calculated values for the mean and 

variance of the waste demand rates (Appendix B), it is possible to determine the parameters k and 𝜃, 

for modelling the gamma distribution of each container. 

According to Law (2011), creating a histogram of the data, is one of the best ways for 

determining the shape of the underlying probability density function, since it is basically a graphical 

estimate of the density. However, according to the author, one problem of making a histogram consists 

in choosing the interval width w, and so it is recommended to use the smallest value interval width w 

that gives a reasonably “smooth” histogram. In Figure 22, for container C1 with k = 0.74 and 𝜃 = 6.39, it 

is presented its PDF, and its histogram that shows the number of times each set of values, for the daily 

deposition rate, occurred over the 112 days of the observation period. By analysing both the PDF and 

the histogram it is reasonable to confirm the fitness of the gamma distribution for modelling the collected 

data. Two more examples are provided in Appendix C. For all the three cases, the width w was 

determined automatically by the Microsoft Excel tool, since it appeared to provide the smoothest 

histogram. 
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Figure 22: PDF and Histogram (7 intervals with w = 4) of container C1. 

5.3. Study of the road network 
In this part of the work it will be described how the spatial aspects of the network of containers, 

which are needed for the application of the methods and of the dynamic collection policy described in 

chapter 4 were handled. One of the main objectives of studying the road network is to capture the 

topology of the real-case scenario under analysis and, for this, a graph that represents the network of 

containers was created. As presented before, in subchapter 4.2.2., within the adopted dynamic 

collection policy, the TSP will be solved many times during the simulation of results, and it will be 

important to check if there are any containers that are “in the middle” of the encountered routes. This is 

the reason why this graph is particularly relevant since it constitutes an auxiliary tool that allows to know 

which of the containers are on the paths that go to other containers, i.e., which of them are intermediate.  

The first step was to determine the distances between all containers. For this purpose, the app 

developed under the WSmart Route research project (WSmart Route, 2019) and the GPS coordinates 

(latitude and longitude) for each container were used. 

Afterwards, the topology of the road network was analysed and the graph that represents it was 

created in Python. Henceforth, it is explained what was the adopted procedure for creating the graph, 

with a small example. 

Imagine that the network includes only the containers (and a depot at yellow) presented in Figure 

23.a. It’s easy to see that in order to go to some of the containers, some others will be inevitably passed 

by. This graph will be used in order to allow to know which of these containers are in-between. 

Then, after the road network is presented, the steps for creating the graph are: 

1) Visually analyse the road network; 

2) Represent the positions of each location → The coordinates are given for each 

location taking into account their positions on the map, and with this the nodes are 

created. 

3) Specify which locations are adjacent to each location → A vector is created with the 

adjacent locations, i.e., the locations with which there is a direct connection (a path 

that doesn’t pass by other locations). With this, the edges of the graph are obtained. 
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4) Indicate the distances between the adjacent locations → It is added a vector with 

the weights of the graph that, in this case, represent the road distance between 

adjacent containers. 

5) Plot the graph. 

 

Figure 23: Example of a small road network and its graph. 

The graph is saved in a variable and is plotted in Python. In the case of the example, the graph 

would look like the one represented in Figure 23.b (distances are in meters), and it is possible to see 

how it represents the topology of this road network example. 

In Figure 24 it is shown the graph created for the real network of containers of Soure (see also 

Figure 18 for comparison). Even if the graph seems somehow disordered, note that what is important is 

not to visualize the graph but to call it and use it in the Python code. Also, notice that the edges have 

two weights because it is being considered the real distances and, therefore, the distances between two 

locations do not have to be symmetric.  

 

Figure 24: Graph of the Network of 98 Containers of Soure. 
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6. Results  
In this chapter, we present the results of the application of the proposed methods. Firstly, it will 

be addressed the values and assumptions used for running the simulations (section 6.1). In section 6.2., 

the results for the baseline scenarios will be described. The partially monitoring scenario is presented 

in section 6.3, where the results for each method of selection are studied individually by performing a 

sensitivity analysis on the number of sensors to install. In section 6.4., a financial analysis will be carried 

out, where it is taken into account the investment costs necessary for adopting the remote sensor 

technology.  

 

6.1. Values and assumptions used 
Before presenting the results, it is important to evidence what were some of the values and 

assumptions that were adopted in the simulation of the results. 

 

Values used for determining the threshold of collection and the collection interval: 

In order to calculate the threshold of collection (ψ𝑖) and the collection interval (𝑏𝑖), for each 

container, as it was depicted in subchapter 4.2.1., it was necessary to assume values for the parameters 

𝛿𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 and 𝛿𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙.  

It was considered that 𝛿𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 = 0.7. This means that, for each container i, it was calculated 

the 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑖
 that has a 70% chance of not being surpassed in a day. This value is then deducted 

to the value of 100% (full container), in order to obtain the threshold level ψ𝑖. The calculated values can 

be seen in Appendix D. To note that the lowest value is 83.9% for container #47, and that most of the 

threshold values are between 90% and 100%. 

For the other parameter, it was considered that 𝛿𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙 = 0.8, i.e., the number of days in which 

a container i requires a visit (𝑏𝑖) will be determined by calculating the number of days necessary such 

that the probability of the filling-level of that container being higher than its threshold level (ψ𝑖) surpasses 

the limit of 80%. The values for all containers can also be found in Appendix D. The lowest values for 

each route are 8 days for container #47, in route A, and 9 days for container #65, in route B. However, 

these values range up to a collection interval of 56 days for container #90, with the most common values 

varying between 10 and 40 days.  

 This shows that in the geographical area of Soure, there’s a lot of discrepancy amongst the 

behaviour of the different containers. Taking into account that ERSUC performs each route, in average, 

within an interval of 7 days, it can be concluded that the collection schedule seems adequate for 

preventing the most urgent containers from overfilling, while it goes excessively to the containers that 

do not require to be collected so frequently. 

Note that the calculus also depends on the fact that it was chosen a gamma distribution to model 

the daily waste demands of the containers. So, for calculating the required collection interval (𝑏𝑖), we 

have 𝑋𝑖 which is a random variable with a gamma distribution (and parameters 𝑘𝑖 and 𝜃𝑖). That being 

said, considering (9), (14) and (15), we have: 
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𝑋𝑖  𝑖𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑦 𝑔𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛 𝑑𝑎𝑦

 ~ 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎(𝑘𝑖 , 𝜃𝑖) =  𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎 (
µ𝑖

2

𝜎𝑖
2

,
𝜎𝑖

2

µ𝑖

) (17) 

and so (10) turns to be: 

 
𝑋𝑖  𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑖 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠

 ~ 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎 (
(𝑏𝑖µ𝑖)

2

𝑏𝑖𝜎𝑖
2

,
𝑏𝑖𝜎𝑖

2

𝑏𝑖µ𝑖

) =  𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎 (
𝑏𝑖µ𝑖

2

𝜎𝑖
2

,
𝜎𝑖

2

µ𝑖

) =  𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎(𝑏𝑖𝑘𝑖 , 𝜃𝑖)  (18) 

 

Required number of containers to be collected: 

Other restriction that was introduced in the dynamic collection policy was that each collection 

route would cover a required number of containers (numberrequired) that would be adapted to the 

geographical area under study. An important aspect is that the comparison between the real situation 

and the scenarios where it is simulated that the containers have a sensor must be the most “honest” 

possible, and thus the constraints that affect the collection in real life must not be forgotten. These 

constraints are the collection time and the collection vehicle’s capacity. Moreover, it was seen in 

subchapter 5.1.2. that, in the case of the paper-carboard collection in the municipality of Soure, the main 

reason why ERSUC needs two routes is due to the fact that, otherwise, the collection time would not be 

respected.  

In order to consider this, and since the two existing routes involve the collection of 50 and of 48 

containers, it was defined that in each collection it will be collected 49 containers by using the dynamic 

collection police. This will serve as a way of indirectly satisfy the collection time constraint. 

To note that the author of this work is aware that this solution is not ideal, since forcing the 

collection vehicle to always collect 49 containers implies two limitations: i) there can be a few performed 

routes of 49 containers where the collection time would be surpassed; ii) there could be routes where it 

could make sense to collect less than 49 containers. 

However, the main concern with this work was not to develop a very sophisticated dynamic 

collection policy, but only one that would allow to obtain results that can be considered a relevant 

approximation of what would happen in real life. 

 

Overflow cost: 

In the simulation environment, it was not considered a cost for the overflows. This means that 

in case there are overflows, the final collection costs will not be affected by the number of overflows. As 

it will be discussed later, it is very difficult to attribute a value to this parameter, and so different scenarios 

with different values for the overflow cost will be evaluated posteriori.  

 

Number and period of the simulations: 

The results were simulated for a year of collection, i.e., the simulations will run for 365 days. 

Finally, it was decided to run/simulate each scenario 3 times, and so the results that will be 

presented will be the averages of the 3 simulations. This was done in order to reduce the chance of a 

simulation run being an outlier which could lead to a bias of the results. 
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Cost per kilometre: 

As it was previously mentioned, the cost per kilometre travelled that ERSUC considers in their 

collection tours is of 1€/km and so this is the value assumed during the simulations. Since the value is 

1€/km, from now on, values related to distances will be omitted and only the costs are presented (since 

they have the same numerical value). 

 

6.2. Study of the baseline scenarios 
Here, it will be presented the results of simulating the real case (baseline scenario 1), of 

simulating two scenarios where no sensors are used but the collection intervals were adapted (baseline 

scenarios 2 and 3) and, as well, of simulating the case where all containers are monitored (baseline 

scenario 4). It is of interest to analyse these scenarios, since they will be used as a basis of comparison 

for the partially monitoring scenario, which is carefully detailed in the section 6.3.  

 

6.2.1. Presentation of each scenario 

Baseline scenario 1 – Fixed Collection Routes with 7-Days of Interval (the real case): 

As previously mentioned, the results of the current collection policy of ERSUC in Soure will be 

estimated, i.e., containers will be collected each seven days with the aforementioned fixed collection 

routes A and B. Even if the costs were already estimated in chapter 5.1.2., with the simulation it will be 

possible to get more insight into some other factors such as the number of overflows or the frequencies 

concerning the level at which a container is being collected, and thus perform a more legitimate 

comparison with the other simulations. 

 

Baseline scenario 2 - Fixed Collection Routes with a Higher Time Interval: 

With this scenario, it will be studied the results of maintaining the two fixed collection routes 

(route A and B) that ERSUC currently performs, but the interval between collections will be slightly 

increased, in order to match the containers which have to be visited with a higher frequency in each 

collection route. Following this, route A will be performed with a collection interval of 8 days (due to 

container #47, as explained in section 6.1), and route B will be performed from 9 to 9 days (due to 

container #65, as explained in section 6.1). 

 

Baseline scenario 3 – Dynamic Collection Routes with Adapted Collection Intervals: 

It will also be simulated the results of the scenario where the routes are adapted to the previously 

calculated collection intervals, specific of each container. So, for example, if container #48 has to be 

collected in every 8 days, and container #90 needs to be collected in each 56 days, after these are 

collected, 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠_𝑇𝑜_𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑡_𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡 will assume the value of 8 and 56, for the two containers, respectively. 

This scenario can be understood as the limit of trying to apply the dynamic collection policy presented 

but with no containers being monitored, i.e., the policy described in subchapter 4.2.2 will be implemented 

but with no real-time information regarding the filling levels. This can be particularly interesting, since 

the cases of the partially monitored populations can be interpreted as being situated between the case 

here described and the case where all containers are monitored.  
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The two different ways of choosing the next most critical container will also be studied here (see 

step 1.9 in subchapter 4.2.2.) – 1) minimum of 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠_𝑇𝑜_𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑡_𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡 or 2) minimum of 

(𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠_𝑇𝑜_𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑡_𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡 / 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠_𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙). 

 

Baseline scenario 4 - All containers are monitored: 

In this case, it is considered that all containers have a sensor embedded. This case is used to 

study how the waste collection operations would unfold under the dynamic collection policy by having 

access to the maximum possible information regarding the filling levels.  

Also, the results for the two ways of choosing the next most critical container will be here studied. 

 

6.2.2. Analysis of the baseline scenarios 

 The average results of the 3 simulations are presented in Table 13. It is presented the costs of 

the collection routes, the number of trips, the total number of days that containers were in overflow, the 

number of containers collected, and the fill levels at which the containers were collected, including an 

overfull level. Furthermore, a scatter plot between the costs incurred and the days in overflow, for each 

scenario, is also showed in Figure 25. 

One first thing that is useful to notice is that the “Days in Overflow” column is different from the 

last column, since in the first we are counting all the days that a container was in overflow, whereas in 

the last one, it is only counted the encountered overflows at the days of collection. For example, if a 

container overflows in a certain day, but is only collected 5 days after, it means that this container was 

5 days in overflow, but it will be counted only once for being encountered in overflow. If two containers 

were 5 days in overflow each, it will mean that the total number of days in overflow was 10. 

Table 13: Results of simulating the baseline scenarios. 

Costs Trips Days in Overflow Containers Collected  [0;25] [25;50[  [50;75[ [75;100[ [100,+∞] 

Baseline scenario 1 

16293€ 104 231 5096 1956 1866 852 301 122 
  0.65%  38.4% 36.6% 16.7% 5.9% 2.4% 

Baseline scenario 2 

13201€ 85 466 4170 1136 1584.3 876.3 364 209.3 
  1.3%  27.2% 38% 21% 8.7% 5% 

Baseline scenario 3 
Minimum of 𝒅𝒂𝒚𝒔_𝑻𝒐_𝑵𝒆𝒙𝒕_𝑽𝒊𝒔𝒊𝒕 

8328€ 54 2780.3 2646 311.3 570.7 657.7 544 562.3 
  7.77%  11.8% 21.6% 24.9% 20.6% 21.3% 

Minimum of (𝒅𝒂𝒚𝒔_𝑻𝒐_𝑵𝒆𝒙𝒕_𝑽𝒊𝒔𝒊𝒕 / 𝒅𝒂𝒚𝒔_𝑪𝒐𝒍𝒍𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏_𝑰𝒏𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒗𝒂𝒍) 

9400€ 60 1379.3 2940 376.7 733.7 812.3 584 433.7 
  3.86%  12.8% 25% 27.6% 19.9% 14.8% 

Baseline scenario 4 

Minimum of 𝒅𝒂𝒚𝒔_𝑻𝒐_𝑵𝒆𝒙𝒕_𝑽𝒊𝒔𝒊𝒕 

14821€ 97.3 55 4769.3 1619.7 1658.7 1020.7 415.3 55 
  0.15%  34% 34.8% 21.4% 8.7% 1.2% 

Minimum of (𝒅𝒂𝒚𝒔_𝑻𝒐_𝑵𝒆𝒙𝒕_𝑽𝒊𝒔𝒊𝒕 / 𝒅𝒂𝒚𝒔_𝑪𝒐𝒍𝒍𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏_𝑰𝒏𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒗𝒂𝒍) 

14829€ 94 36.3 4606 1260.3 1856.7 1172.7 280 36.3 
  0.1%  27.4% 40.3% 25.5% 6.1% 0.8% 
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By comparing the results of simulating the current waste collection policy (baseline scenario 1), 

to the results of Table 12, it may be possible to assume that the simulated waste demands slightly 

overestimate the waste demand relatively to the reality: in the simulations, the percentage of waste 

collected between 25% and 50% increased, while the percentage collected at the lower level decreased; 

and there is the occurrence of overflows. This may have to do with the fact of how the data regarding 

the waste levels were obtained, which certainly didn’t allow to fully capture the behaviour of the waste 

demand. However, even if the overflows happen, they are considerably rare (2.4% of the collections). 

As for the days in overflow, which are in total 231, is pertinent to see that this value corresponds to 

0.65% of the possible days that all containers could be in overflow (
231

98 ×365
 = 0,65%). Another way to 

put the results is by seeing that, in average, each container was 2.36 days in overflow (
231

98
 = 2.36 days). 

In this way, it is easier to comprehend that the dimension that number represents is not very large. The 

existence of overflows will then be considered since, once again, it will allow that a fairer comparison 

can be ensued with the rest of the scenarios, since they will also have their overflows a bit overestimated.  

Before comparing all the baseline scenarios, it’s important to note that it seems to be a better 

option to select the next critical container, by considering the quotient between the days to next visit and 

the required collection interval (𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠_𝑇𝑜_𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑡_𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡 / 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠_𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙) than only considering 

the days to next visit (𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠_𝑇𝑜_𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑡_𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡). In the scenario with sensors in all containers (baseline 

scenario 4), the costs among the two different approaches are practically the same, but with the former 

approach of selection there were less overflows (circa 20 less).  In the scenario with the collection 

intervals adapted to each container (baseline scenario 3), the costs were better in the latter approach of 

selection (circa 1000€ less), but this meant that overflows were incredible high (and more than double) 

when in comparison to the former, which seems totally unreasonable. The fact that is better to select 

the next most critical containers by considering the relativeness to the required collection interval is that 

it allows containers that are at longer time without being collected of being chosen before containers 

that have being collected very recently but that have a short collection interval. For the scenario without 

sensors, the main advantage is that it anticipates collections of those that fill-up slower and are not being 

collected since long time (avoiding overflows); and for the scenario with sensors, it avoids collecting 

containers that were very recently collected but have shorter collection intervals, avoiding unnecessary 

collections, and focusing on emptying more filled up containers. This can be perceived by the fact that 

the percentage of collections at the lowest waste level decreased. Having said this, from now on, in the 

rest of the work, for each scenario, it will be only presented the approach that shown here the best 

results (in the partially monitoring scenario – section 6.3 –, the results were analogues, but this issue 

will not be addressed again, in order to save space). 
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Looking to the different scenarios, one thing is practically inevitable: the higher the collection 

costs, the lesser the overflows and vice-versa, being the exception the case where all the containers 

are monitored, which manages to have fewer overflows and costs than the current collection policy. In 

the three scenarios where the routes do not depend on the measurements about the filling levels 

(scenarios 1, 2 and 3), it can be observed that by collecting the waste with a smaller average collection 

interval (number of trips is higher), the waste is collected at a lower level, but overflows are then also 

avoided. This is what happens with ERSUC: on one hand they are glad that they don’t have overflows, 

but on the other hand they feel they are visiting too many near-empty containers. However, the two 

things are interconnected. If by slightly increasing the collection interval of A and route B to 8 and 9 days 

(scenario 2), respectively, the costs decreased (circa 3000€ less, a reduction of 19%), it is inevitable 

that the number of days in overflow ends up increasing (it doubles). In scenario 3, where routes were 

adapted to the collection intervals of all containers, it’s shown a great cost reduction (42%), but due to 

a great number of overflows, and thus it is certainly a scenario that won’t be very desirable for the waste 

collection company (even if it would be considered a very small cost for each day in overflow). In this 

scenario, almost 15% of the performed collection manoeuvres would encounter an overfull container. 

As for the scenario where all the containers have a sensor (scenario 4), we can say that the 

dynamic collection policy presented was successively validated, as it managed to reduce both costs (in 

9%) and overflows (in 84%), relatively to the current collection policy. With this dynamic collection, there 

were overflows in only 0.1% of the possible days and they were collected in the very same day they 

overfilled (the number of days in overflow is equal to the number of containers encountered overfull). 

The cost results could eventually even be better, if the TSP was solved in an optimal manner. 

 

6.3. Study of the partially monitoring scenario 
In this section, it will be studied the results of dynamically collecting the waste, where only part 

of the population of containers makes use of the remote sensor technology. In the first 5 sections of this 

chapter, the results of applying each proposed method are presented. These were done by performing 

 

Figure 25: Scatter plot between costs and overflows of the baseline scenarios.  
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sensitivity analyses regarding the number of sensors to install. In section 6.3.6, the results are compared 

and discussed, and some overall conclusions and tendencies are outlined. 

In the presented figures, it is shown again the results of the current policy (baseline scenario 1), 

of the scenario where all containers are monitored (baseline scenario 4) and of the scenario where the 

routes were adapted to the collection intervals of each container (baseline scenario 3), since the results 

will be in between these last two. 

The ordered lists of all the sensor placement methods are presented in Appendix E. The 

methods where the map of the 14 first locations that were selected is not accompanying the text, they 

can be found also in the same appendix. 

 

6.3.1. Method 1 – Waste demand rate of a container 

The first 14 container locations that were selected by considering the waste demand rate of the 

containers, i.e., from the ones with lowest demand to the ones with highest demand, as described in 

section 4.1.1, are presented in Figure 26, with a red colour.  

 

Figure 26: First 14 locations selected with method 1. 

It was carried a sensitivity analysis on the number of sensors to install. It was chosen to study 

cases with a difference of 14 sensors each, by the mere reason that it is a divisor of 98 (the total number 

of containers). This resulted in 6 cases studied between 0 and 98 sensors (see Figure 27). The numbers 

at each bullet point correspond to the number of sensors to install (due to aesthetic reasons, for the 

values of “14”, “42” and “70” sensors it’s only represented the bullet point). 

  Furthermore, the results presented for all methods will be focused on comparing the 

operational/collection costs and number of days in overflow. In order to understand if the methods of 

selection have any meaningful impact, for all of them, the order of selection described in chapter 4 (in 

the charts: “selected order” at blue) will be compared to the results of the reverse order (in the charts: 

“inverted order” at orange).  
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Figure 27: Overflows vs costs with a selection based on the waste demand average rates (method 1).  

From Figure 27, it is possible to note that by starting to select the containers that are the slowest 

to fill-up (blue line), with a low number of sensors, there is almost no difference to the scenario where 

there are no sensors but the collection intervals were adapted (baseline scenario 3): costs are 

maintained at a very low value, but a very higher number of overflows exists. Whereas, when sensors 

are embedded first onto the containers that have the highest demand (orange line), there’s a great 

reduction on the number of overflows but there’s also a great increase on the collection costs. However, 

it can be seen that with only 28 sensors, both the costs and overflows presented are less than the costs 

and overflows of the real case (cost decreases around 16% for the same number of overflows). That 

situation never happens with the selected order – even with 84 sensors, the costs are very small, but 

the number of overflows is still higher than in the real case. Note also that the biggest differences in 

costs happened when the containers with the highest demand were added (last interval of the selected 

order and first interval of reverse order). 

These results show that, in fact, with the dynamic collection policy adopted, this is a criterion 

that presents visible influences on the collection costs and number of overflows. However, contrary to 

what was before being considered, depending on the overflow cost, it may also make sense to start 

embedding the sensors on the containers with the highest demand.  

 This can be explained by the way the dynamic collection policy works. If we start placing sensors 

on the containers that fill-up very slowly, the routes will still be mainly imposed by the containers that fill-

up quickly, since their required collection interval is shorter and will trigger the collection travels most of 

the times. Overflows are avoided in the containers that fill-up slowly, but when the containers that fill-up 

quickly occasionally experience even higher demands, the collection operations will not be able to 

respond, and overflows happen on those containers. However, if sensors are placed on the containers 

that fill-up quickly first, collection travels will be more tailored to the real necessities of the demand of 

these containers and will impede them from overflow. Costs will increase due to more trips being 

undertaken, but there’s also the benefit of anticipating more collections of the non-monitored containers 

– that are added to fulfil the required number of containers that have to be collected – and so, the 

probability that these may overflow is also reduced. 
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6.3.2. Method 2 – Waste demand variability of a container 

Figure 28 shows that by allocating the sensors based on the coefficient of variation’s values of 

each container, the pattern across the several levels of monitorization seems to be very similar to what 

was obtained by considering the average rates (method 1).  

 

Figure 28: Overflows vs costs with a selection based on the waste demand variability (method 2). 

At first sight, one could prematurely conclude that this is proof that the use of this criterion to 

select the containers has a meaningful impact on the costs and overflows. However, the results don’t 

make sense and further analysis is required: it doesn’t make sense that selecting first the containers 

with the lower coefficient of variation (inverted order) would provide a greater reduction on the overflows 

than selecting first the ones with a higher coefficient of variation (determined order). 

It’s important to note that it’s being analysed a real case with real data, and thus when studying 

the effects of one variable, the other variables may be influencing the results of the simulations. In other 

words, the results may have been similar to the ones obtained by the average rate criterion, but due to 

the fact that the average rates may be influencing here the results. In order to better understand if this 

is the case, the coefficient of variation and the average rate value of all containers are presented in 

Figure 29. 

By analysing the dispersion of the values of the graph, it can be concluded that, in fact, the 

results were mainly influenced by the average rates: by selecting first the ones with the higher coefficient 

of variation we are also selecting containers with low average rates; and by doing the opposite, i.e., by 

selecting first with the reverse order of the coefficient of variation, we end up rapidly selecting the ones 

with high average rates.  

This is further supported by the fact that in the chart of Figure 28, relatively to the one of the 

average rates, the results of the selected order and of the inverted order seem closer to each other and 

are less of extremes. See, for example: 

- The first interval (0 to 14), for the selected order, was very small in the first graph, but 

now is wider; 

- The last interval (84 to 98), for the selected order, was very wide, but here is smaller; 
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- The first interval, for the reverse order, was very wide in the first graph, but now is 

smaller; 

- The last interval (84 to 98), for the reverse order, was very small, but here is a bit larger. 

 

 

Figure 29: Scatter plot between the coefficient of variation and the average rates of the containers. 

This is due to the fact that here it was first selected containers with low average rates – but not 

the lowest possible ones – with the “correct” order, and it was first selected containers with high average 

rates – but not the highest possible ones – with the reverse order. 

No evidence is then present that, with the dynamic collection policy adopted, this criterion 

influences the collection costs and the number of overflows.  

 

6.3.3. Method 3 – Remoteness of a container 

Regarding the maps, that can be found in Appendix E, of the two options for selecting the 

containers based on the criterion remoteness, it is possible to see how they differ: the first option, since 

it is only concerned with the distance to the closest container, allows the selection of containers from 

more central positions (even it is a container along a road that is inevitably passed by), and the second 

option only allows the selection of containers that are more at the edges. 

In Figure 30, it is displayed the simulation results of having chosen the containers by the two 

options used to evaluate remoteness. The curves of the two options used to evaluate remoteness are 

roughly similar. It’s possible to see that in the two cases, there is not much difference between the two 

curves (selected and inverted orders), and so it’s very difficult to discern any effect. In some cases, with 

a lower number of sensors, the selected order shows less costs but higher number of overflows, but 

then the opposite happens with a higher number of sensors, with the inverted order presenting less 

costs but higher number of overflows – see, for example, in the second graph how that happens with 14 

and 28 sensors. 
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Figure 30: Overflows vs costs with the two options based on remoteness method (method 3). 

 Following this, it was decided to analyse a case where the sensors would be selected in a 

random fashion. The results are presented in Figure 31. 

 

Figure 31: Overflows vs costs of a random selection. 

 

As can be seen, with a random selection, there’s also not much difference between the curves, 

and it is obtained a very similar pattern to the patterns obtained with the two options for evaluating the 
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criterion remoteness. This seems to suggest that there is not enough evidence supporting that the 

results, by using the described dynamic policy, had been affected by having chosen the containers 

considering their remoteness, by the two presented options.  

 

6.3.4. Method 4 – Cost Reduction Algorithm 

 Two versions of the Cost Reduction Algorithm had been proposed: with and without considering 

frequencies (section 4.1.4). Both versions were applied and the results were somehow similar, i.e., in 

each set of the 14, 28, 42, etc. first containers, maybe the order changed within the set, but the 

containers that would end up being selected were practically the same. For this reason, the results for 

the version that considers the frequencies will be skipped. 

 Therefore, Figure 32 presents the map for the 14 first chosen locations, considering the cost 

reduction algorithm (without considering frequencies). It can be seen that with this algorithm it was 

possible to successfully select locations that seem to allow a good reduction of the path costs – it selects 

isolated locations independently if they are on the boarder or in more central positions. 

 

Figure 32: First 14 locations selected with the Cost Reduction Algorithm (without considering 
frequencies). 

The results of simulating the daily waste collections are presented in Figure 33. Even if the 

evidence is not very strong, it seems that selecting containers by the order that the cost reduction 

algorithm provides is better than selecting containers with the reverse order. Note that with 28, 56, 70 

and 84 sensors, by selecting with the “correct” order both costs and overflows are lower when in 

comparison to the inverted order, and with 14 and 42 sensors, the results are relatively close. 

 It’s still difficult to discern if these results were all due to the selection method, or if were also 

heavily influenced by the waste demand rates of the containers. However, it is considered that this 

method of selection shown a certain degree of impact. 
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Figure 33: Overflows vs costs with a selection based on the cost reduction algorithm. 

6.3.5. Method 5 – Considering rate, variability and remoteness 

During the development of this work, it was concluded that it could make sense to evaluate the 

results of allocating the sensors in containers that were representative of three of the chosen criteria – 

waste demand rate, waste demand variability and remoteness. It is considered that this method may 

still make sense, however, it’s important to have full disclosure with the fact that: 

1) Only the criterion waste demand rate presented relevant results, and that went against the 

initial belief (it seems that starting by embedding sensors in containers with higher demand 

rates is also reasonable); 

2) Since this is a real case, it’s not guaranteed that it’s possible to find elements with 

significative values across the different criteria. The ideal situation for performing this 

analysis would be, for example, by manipulating the several criteria, on the containers, in 

order to study what we sought to. 

Therefore, as it was seen, there was a convergence between the low waste demand rates and 

high levels of variability, which influenced the results of when selecting by the variability criterion. So, 

the focus of this analysis will be more in studying the effects of intersecting containers with high variability 

with containers with a relatively high demand. Since the criterion of remoteness didn’t present any 

relevance, it won’t be considered in this analysis. So, the case that will be here studied is the one that 

corresponds to – as can be seen in Figure 15, in subchapter 4.1.5 – selecting containers from the octants 

3 and 4 (simultaneously).  

The group of containers that is simultaneously in the top 40% of containers with higher variability 

and of 40% containers with higher average rate, constitutes only a set of 4 containers: 49, 91, 68 and 

29, which again shows how problematic it is to do this analysis with this real case. The results of 

simulating the collection routes are presented in Figure 34. It’s also displayed the results of the top 4 

containers with higher variability, of the top 4 containers with higher waste demand rate and a random 

selection of 4 containers. It’s possible to see that the 4 containers selected shown better results than 

the random selection. However, this may be due to chance and may not happen when in comparison to 
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another random group. It’s possible to see that the same pattern is repeated, and no further conclusion 

can be made regarding the use of the criterion variability: less overflows, but more costs relatively to the 

top 4 of variability, due to higher demand rates being present in this new selection; more overflows, but 

less costs relatively to the top 4 with the higher average rates, due to lower demand rates being 

presented in this new selection. This analysis should be done with a control group. 

 

Figure 34: Results for the containers with high variability and high average rates. 

6.3.6. Overall conclusions and tendencies 

 After analysing the several cases, it was possible to see that by adding sensors, more 

information about the filling levels is obtained, and so it’s possible to progressively define more efficient 

collection routes, and more capable of avoiding overflows. However, in order to decrease the number 

of overflows, the costs of collection end up increasing since more routes are triggered to avoid overfull 

containers.  

 It’s also possible to see that for a high number of sensors, the results start to become more 

uniform, and most of the methods present similar trends: first sensors added are more impactful (reduce 

more overflows but also increase more the costs), and the last sensors to be added seem to provide 

relatively less benefits (reduce less overflows but costs are also less increased). 

The main exception to this, seems to be the case where sensors were added by the order of 

the lower waste demand rates, where the first sensors don’t present much impact but the last ones to 

be added do. And, correspondingly, the case where they were added in the opposite order (by the higher 

waste demand rates) was where this trend was most clear. This method of selection was undeniably 

the one that, within the dynamic policy presented, was more capable of modifying the simulation results. 

Finally, it’s important to note that for most cases, having selected 70 or 84 sensors was enough 

to present less overflows and less costs simultaneously when in comparison to the current waste 

collection policy. With 56 sensors that was also possible some of the times, or the results were very 

close. When selecting by the lowest demand rates, obtaining both less overflows and less costs than 

the current waste collection policy was not feasible, whereas, by selecting by the highest waste demand 

first, with only 28 sensors that feat was made possible. 
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6.4. Financial Analysis 
In order to study the financial feasibility of implementing sensors into a reduced population of 

containers, it’s not enough to consider only the collection costs and the number of overflows. It’s 

necessary to understand what are the investment costs of such technology, depending on the number 

of sensors and also what are the impacts of the overflows, meaning that is necessary to attribute a cost 

to each overflow.  

It must be pointed out that it is not easy to estimate a cost to the overflows. First, they can mostly 

be considered an intangible cost, i.e., a cost that is not quantifiable but that can impact the overall 

performance of a company. Waste collection companies are not comfortable in attributing a cost to each 

overflow, since an overflow does not have an immediate and direct economic impact. However, they 

often want to avoid overflows at all events, in order to ensure a good quality of service to the citizens 

and avoid complains. Therefore, in this financial analysis, it will be studied 2 different overflow cost 

schemes:  

- A low overflow cost, where each day in overflow (per container) costs to the company 

10€; 

- A medium overflow cost, where the overflow cost is 35€ per day (per container); 

Regarding the investment costs, it will be considered the use of sensors provided by the Evox, 

partner of this work, and it will be considered that the price is 250€ for each sensor acquired plus 10€ 

for each installation on a container (average of the range of prices given). It will also be paid a fee of 1€ 

per sensor, per month. It won’t be considered any costs with software and the analysis will be performed 

for a time period with a length of 10 years, which corresponds to the battery life of the sensors. 

Furthermore, this analysis will benchmark all scenarios (the four baseline scenarios and the 

partially monitoring scenario). Within the partially monitoring scenario, only the methods with the more 

relevant results will be analysed here - the selected and reverse order for the waste demand (method 1 

low and high, respectively), and the selected order for the cost reduction algorithm (method 4). 

The results of the costs during a period of 10 years, for the low overflow cost and for the medium 

overflow cost are presented in Figure 35 and Figure 36, respectively. 
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Figure 35: Total costs, in 10 years, for a low overflow cost. 

 

 

 

Figure 36: Total costs, in 10 years, for a medium overflow cost. 

  

By analysing the two cost schemes for the overflow, it’s possible to tell that the scenario where 

collections are adapted to the collection intervals of all containers (baseline scenario 3) represents the 

worst collection policy in both cost schemes, due to an extremely large number of overflows.  
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 Regarding the other baseline scenarios, it can be noted that monitoring all containers (baseline 

scenario 4) is worse than keeping the current waste collection policy (baseline scenario 1) for a low 

overflow cost (2% more costs), but is the best baseline scenario for a medium cost (19% less costs). 

Augmenting the collection intervals by one day in route A, and by 2 days in route B (baseline scenario 

2), is the best baseline scenario for a low overflow cost (less 4% costs comparing to the current 

situation), but shows worse results than the current policy for a medium cost (21% more costs) – is a 

scenario very impacted by the overflows. 

Regarding the methods of the partially monitoring scenario, it’s possible to see that there’s a 

decrease in the costs where the sensors are added by the lower average rates (method 1-low) and by 

the path reduction algorithm (method 4), in both cost schemes, meaning that adding sensors brings 

more benefits than costs. With the second cost scheme this decrease is relatively higher, due to each 

overflow reduction being more impactful. To note that the cost reduction algorithm allowed, with 56 

sensors and for a low overflow cost, a cost reduction of 7% when compared to case will full monitoring, 

and of 6% when compared to the current policy. For a medium overflow cost, with 84 sensors, it shown 

worse results than the full monitoring (costs increased 3%) but still better results than the current policy 

(costs decreased 17%).  

When the sensors are added by the higher demand rates (method 1-high), there’s no 

proportional reduction with the number of sensors in the first cost scheme, and there’s a soft reduction 

in the second cost scheme. While with the other sensor selection methods, the benefits seem to grow 

proportionally with the number of used sensors, with this method, most of the benefits are obtained with 

the first sensors added, and then are practically held constant with the addition of new sensors, meaning 

that the incremental benefit diminishes. Considering the dynamic collection policy adopted, allocating 

sensors by this method, i.e., by partially monitoring the population of containers with method 1 – high 

rates, seems to be the wisest choice.  

Depending on the available budget and on the overflow cost scheme considered, different 

allocations can be recommended to ERSUC. If the overflow cost is considered to be not very high (low 

cost), allocating a small number of sensors by this method can be the best solution for minimizing the 

costs (in the studied cases, 14 or 28 sensors present essentially the same results) – the total cost is 

reduced in 11% when comparing to installing 98 sensors, and is reduced in 9% when comparing to the 

current situation (it is recommended to install 14, since it requires a lower investment). Considering a 

medium overflow cost, with a low budget, sensors can be placed on 28 locations and most benefits are 

still attainable (it reduces 10% the costs relatively to the current situation but is 11% more costly than 

monitoring all containers), but with a sufficient budget, the best option is to allocate sensors in almost 

all containers by this method (in the studied cases, 84 sensors) – the reduction is of 3% when comparing 

to installing 98 sensors and of 21% when in comparison to the current policy. 

There are also some other benefits that are not being taken into account. When a container is 

monitored, there’s the benefit of having more accurate information that can be used to better model the 

historical data regarding that container, and thus it’s possible to constantly adapt the dynamic collection 

policy to the encountered trends or changes in the overall demand. 
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7. Conclusions and Further Work 
The objective behind this dissertation was to investigate the possibility of integrating ultrasonic 

sensors on the waste collection operations of solid waste in an economically more sustainable way by 

trying to reduce their investment costs while maintaining the benefits of monitorization. By analysing the 

existing literature, it was identified that four aspects could make a container more attractive to be 

monitored: a low waste demand rate, high waste demand variability, high remoteness, and not being an 

intermediate container. Several selection methods, that considered these criteria were then proposed, 

and a dynamic collection policy was also developed in order to simulate the results under the partially 

monitoring scenario of each method. This was an analysis that intended to fill a gap in the existing 

literature, since this had not been done before. It was analysed the real-case scenario of the 

paper/carboard collection of Soure, carried out by ERSUC, and used data regarding each individual 

container (a total of 98 containers), in order to simulate the results. Sensitivity analyses, regarding the 

number of sensors added were performed to comprehend the impacts on the results, of each method. 

From the analysis of this work, the following conclusions are outlined: 

• There’s always a trade-off between operational costs and overflows. For the scenarios that 

made use of the dynamic collection policy it was seen that with more sensors there’s always a 

decrease on the number of overflows, but there’s also an increase on the collection costs, since 

more trips are done to avoid overflows. For the scenarios with fixed collection routes, more 

frequent collections reduce the overflows, but increase the collection costs – is what happens 

in the current collection policy –, and with less frequent collections happens the opposite. 

• The dynamic collection policy presented was validated, since by monitoring all the containers is 

possible to have both less operational costs (decrease of 9%) and less overflows (decrease of 

84%) than with the current collection policy. The financial analysis shown that is better to adopt 

sensors in all containers than maintaining the current collection policy for a medium overflow 

cost (cost reduction of 19%). However, for a low cost this policy shows worse results (increase 

of 2% on the costs). 

• If ERSUC does not consider each overflow to have a great impact (low overflow cost), the 

company can still have benefits (of less 4% costs) without using the sensor technology – by 

adopting the baseline scenario 2, i.e., augmenting routes A and B to a collection interval of 8 

and 9 days, respectively. 

• For the criteria remoteness (method 3) and variability (method 2), it was not perceptible any 

impact on the results. With the cost reduction algorithm (method 4) was detected a certain 

degree of impact since it was shown that using the order specified by the method would be 

better than using the reverse order. With 56 sensors, this method shown better results than the 

full monitoring scenario for a low overflow cost (cost reduction of 7%) but worse ones for a 

medium overflow cost (cost increase of 3%). When in comparison to the current situation, cost 

reductions of 6% and of 17% were obtained for a low and medium overflow cost, respectively. 

• However, the method that considered the waste demand rate (method 1) was the one that 

considerably impacted the results. Contrary to the initial assumption, it is best, under the 
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dynamic collection policy adopted, to start by monitoring the containers that experience the 

highest demand rates, instead of the ones the experience the lowest ones. With this option, 

most of the benefits of the monitorization are obtained with a low number of sensors and, in the 

financial analysis, this way of selection presented the best results, for both cost schemes 

considered – considering a low overflow cost, the recommended number of sensors was 14 

(compared to the scenario with sensors in all containers and to the current situation costs were 

reduced 11% and of 9%, respectively), and with a medium overflow cost, the recommended 

number of sensors was 84 (compared to the scenario with sensors in all containers and to the 

current situation costs were reduced 3% and 21%, respectively). This means that, in fact, it’s 

possible to maintain the sensors’ benefits by partially monitoring a collection area. 

• Independently of the method, with 70 – 84 (sometimes 56) sensors it’s possible to have better 

results than with the current waste collection policy (for example, by installing 70 sensors it’s 

possible to reduce in 14-21% the operational costs while reducing overflows between 4-37%), 

and the first sensors seem to be the most impactful. The exception is when it’s decided to start 

by the containers with the lowest demands. 

It is also important to be aware of some difficulties and limitations that were encountered during the 

development of this work, and of some recommendations that can be useful for academics or waste 

collection companies interested in further exploring this topic: 

• It’s necessary to understand that the conclusions here drawn cannot be disassociated from the 

dynamic collection policy adopted. The author still believes that it makes sense to further study 

all the criteria identified in the literature review, but by using a different methodology, where it 

would be easier to detect the impact of each sensor embedded. It’s probable that these criteria 

would work better in a scenario where routes are kept fixed to the containers that are not being 

monitored, and thus the sensor would only be used to decide if at the day of collection a 

container needs or not to be added to the fixed route. For example, note how under those 

circumstances, the cost reduction algorithm would be very reasonable to be considered – here, 

the effects of using that selection method are somehow “lost”, due to future routes being 

dynamic and not the final fixed route that could be given by the algorithm. This proposal could 

also signify a smoother transition for the waste collection companies in adopting sensors, since 

they could see immediate results with little effort. 

• Conversely, it’s also reasonable to say that different dynamic collection policies that are more 

well-thought and better tailored to a partially monitoring scenario, could be considered in the 

future. Remember that, in the dynamic policy adopted, it was considered that a certain number 

of containers had to be collected in each route, in order to reflect collection time restrictions, 

and there were also no restrictions about the vehicles’ capacity. In the future, a better option 

would be to consider a VRP with capacity and time restrictions. 

• Other difficulty was when combining the different criteria (method 5). That part of the analysis 

wasn’t very interesting, since it was being considered a real case and the presence (and 

intensity) of each criterion couldn’t be modified. A more theoretical study regarding the criteria 

could benefit from manipulating the data and analyse the impacts on the results of each criterion. 
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• Other limitation was the fact that the number of overflows was a bit overestimated. Maybe this 

could be attenuated with the data being collected over a longer period of observations. 

• A factor that has to also be taken into account is that the results can be greatly different if it is 

considered another price model for the sensors. Here, it was considered the average of the 

prices given by Evox for their sensors, but if it had been used the minimum (or the maximum) 

price given, the results would be different. Recall that, in the beginning of this thesis, it was 

presented the results of Gonçalves (2014), from where it was seen that, in terms of costs, using 

all sensors was way worse than maintain the current situation of the studied area. However, 

that was very impacted because it was considered a very high price for the sensors relatively to 

what was considered here, in this work – with a more reasonable price, monitoring all containers 

is not such an unreasonable option.  

• One option that was not here explored (only mentioned) was the fact that containers could be 

grouped in spatial clusters, i.e., in a group of nearby containers, it could make sense to monitor 

only one (or a few) that are representative of the group (Marchiori, 2018).  
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Appendix 
Appendix A – Current routes 

 

Route for group A:  

DEPOT → C1 → C2 → … → C12 → C14 → C13 → … → C49 → C50 → DEPOT 
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Route for group B:  

DEPOT → C51 → C52 → … → C97 → C98 → DEPOT 
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Appendix B – Waste demand: average and variability  
Container Mean  (�̅�) (%) Sd. Dev. (𝑠) Variance (𝑠2) C. Variation (𝐶�̂�) 

C1 4.75 5.50 30.30 1.16 

C2 3.82 6.54 42.83 1.71 

C3 7.06 8.27 68.32 1.17 

C4 3.59 8.48 71.86 2.36 

C5 4.98 4.33 18.72 0.87 

C6 9.38 7.03 49.36 0.75 

C7 9.84 9.99 99.88 1.02 

C8 6.37 5.67 32.16 0.89 

C9 4.05 4.60 21.13 1.13 

C10 5.44 6.80 46.21 1.25 

C11 3.59 6.22 38.64 1.73 

C12 10.07 5.77 33.31 0.57 

C13 8.45 5.64 31.78 0.67 

C14 6.83 7.46 55.63 1.09 

C15 5.32 5.42 29.34 1.02 

C16 2.60 3.06 9.36 1.18 

C17 6.31 5.98 35.80 0.95 

C18 6.81 6.85 46.88 1.01 

C19 2.85 3.00 8.98 1.05 

C20 4.33 7.68 58.96 1.77 

C21 3.34 5.40 29.18 1.62 

C22 3.84 7.03 49.41 1.83 

C23 3.06 2.94 8.64 0.96 

C24 2.55 2.89 8.35 1.13 

C25 4.64 7.52 56.60 1.62 

C26 7.05 7.88 62.13 1.12 

C27 3.84 4.05 16.38 1.05 

C28 5.67 6.84 46.75 1.21 

C29 5.32 7.75 60.12 1.46 

C30 11.47 12.96 167.92 1.13 

C31 8.38 6.86 47.03 0.82 

C32 4.26 4.82 23.19 1.13 

C33 3.99 5.81 33.77 1.46 

C34 4.46 7.15 51.12 1.60 

C35 4.84 8.89 79.06 1.84 

C36 4.30 7.29 53.15 1.69 

C37 3.19 5.38 28.94 1.68 

C38 12.23 10.78 116.24 0.88 

C39 4.79 5.72 32.70 1.19 

C40 9.31 6.64 44.10 0.71 

C41 3.19 5.63 31.75 1.77 

C42 7.53 6.63 43.90 0.88 
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C43 2.93 2.60 6.74 0.88 

C44 5.99 7.45 55.45 1.24 

C45 6.25 7.10 50.35 1.14 

C46 4.52 6.28 39.39 1.39 

C47 13.14 10.02 100.43 0.76 

C48 3.95 5.88 34.55 1.49 

C49 5.82 8.17 66.77 1.40 

C50 4.34 6.87 47.16 1.58 

C51 2.10 2.93 8.58 1.39 

C52 3.09 5.67 32.19 1.83 

C53 2.60 3.40 11.59 1.31 

C54 2.85 3.35 11.21 1.18 

C55 3.34 3.58 12.79 1.07 

C56 2.35 3.08 9.49 1.31 

C57 3.54 4.59 21.07 1.30 

C58 5.66 7.55 56.99 1.33 

C59 7.31 9.77 95.38 1.34 

C60 9.67 11.37 129.22 1.18 

C61 5.19 6.61 43.67 1.27 

C62 2.83 5.61 31.48 1.98 

C63 3.07 5.88 34.62 1.92 

C64 7.08 7.80 60.87 1.10 

C65 11.08 8.51 72.36 0.77 

C66 4.01 4.58 21.01 1.14 

C67 7.08 7.23 52.33 1.02 

C68 5.42 7.85 61.64 1.45 

C69 4.48 5.01 25.08 1.12 

C70 4.01 7.37 54.33 1.84 

C71 4.25 6.83 46.70 1.61 

C72 4.01 7.78 60.52 1.94 

C73 3.54 6.73 45.25 1.90 

C74 6.37 7.00 49.05 1.10 

C75 3.77 7.67 58.85 2.03 

C76 5.42 5.67 32.17 1.05 

C77 4.72 6.32 39.96 1.34 

C78 3.30 7.73 59.70 2.34 

C79 3.33 6.31 39.81 1.89 

C80 5.66 7.38 54.47 1.30 

C81 8.25 10.05 101.07 1.22 

C82 2.83 3.96 15.67 1.40 

C83 7.31 8.70 75.76 1.19 

C84 7.31 7.75 59.99 1.06 

C85 4.72 6.77 45.90 1.44 

C86 5.19 6.70 44.84 1.29 

C87 3.61 6.03 36.42 1.67 
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C88 2.40 2.71 7.34 1.13 

C89 4.25 5.48 30.02 1.29 

C90 1.90 1.51 2.27 0.79 

C91 5.42 8.08 65.26 1.49 

C92 5.00 8.71 75.90 1.74 

C93 6.43 7.60 57.81 1.18 

C94 2.38 3.41 11.66 1.43 

C95 3.54 5.88 34.53 1.66 

C96 4.01 8.90 79.16 2.22 

C97 11.08 10.08 101.69 0.91 

C98 6.84 8.26 68.18 1.21 
 

Note: At green and red are marked the minimum and maximum values, respectively, for each column.  

Appendix C – Histogram vs PDF (2 examples more) 
 

 

(9 intervals of width 6) 
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(14 intervals of width 6) 

Appendix D – Threshold level and collection interval 
Container Threshold level (𝛙) Collection Interval (𝒏) 

C1 94.5  24 

C2 96.5 33 

C3 91.8  17 

C4 98.1  40 

C5 93.9 22 

C6 88.5  11 

C7 88.2 11 

C8 92.2  17 

C9 95.2  28 

C10 93.8  22 

C11 96.7 35 

C12 87.9 10 

C13 89.7  12 

C14 91.9  17 

C15 93.6  21 

C16 97 43 

C17 92.4  18 

C18 91.8  17 

C19 96.6  39 

C20 96.2  30 

C21 96.7 37 

C22 96.7 34 

C23 96.3  36 
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C24 97 44 

C25 95.5 27 

C26 91.7  16 

C27 95.4  29 

C28 93.5  21 

C29 94.4  23 

C30 86.5  10 

C31 89.8  13 

C32 95 27 

C33 95.8 30 

C34 95.6  28 

C35 95.9  28 

C36 96 30 

C37 97 39 

C38 85.1  9 

C39 94.5  24 

C40 88.6 11 

C41 97.2  40 

C42 90.8  14 

C43 96.4  37 

C44 93.2 20 

C45 92.7  19 

C46 95.1  27 

C47 83.9  8 

C48 95.9  31 

C49 93.7 21 

C50 95.7  29 

C51 97.7  55 

C52 97.4  41 

C53 97.1 44 

C54 96.7  40 

C55 96  34 

C56 97.4  49 

C57 96 33 

C58 93.7  21 

C59 91.9  17 

C60 88.8  12 

C61 94.1  23 

C62 97.8  46 

C63 97.5  42 

C64 91.6 16 

C65 86.5  9 

C66 95.3 29 

C67 91.5  16 
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C68 94.3 23 

C69 94.7 26 

C70 96.6  33 

C71 95.8 30 

C72 96.8 33 

C73 97.1 37 

C74 92.5  18 

C75 97.3 36 

C76 93.5 21 

C77 94.8 25 

C78 98.2 42 

C79 97.3  39 

C80 93.7 21 

C81 90.5  15 

C82 96.9  42 

C83 91.5  16 

C84 91.3  16 

C85 95 26 

C86 94.2 23 

C87 96.6 35 

C88 97.2 47 

C89 95.2 28 

C90 97.7 56 

C91 94.4 23 

C92 95.5 26 

C93 92.5 18 

C94 97.5 49 

C95 96.6  35 

C96 97.5 35 

C97 86.5 10 

C98 92.1 17 

 

Note: At green are marked the minimum values for the collection interval, for each route.  

Appendix E – The selection of containers 
Rate: [90, 51, 56, 94, 88, 24, 16, 53, 62, 82, 19, 54, 43, 23, 63, 52, 37, 41, 78, 79, 21, 55, 57, 73, 95, 4, 

11, 87, 75, 2, 22, 27, 48, 33, 66, 70, 72, 96, 9, 71, 89, 32, 36, 20, 50, 34, 69, 46, 25, 77, 85, 1, 39, 35, 

5, 92, 61, 86, 15, 29, 68, 76, 91, 10, 58, 80, 28, 49, 44, 45, 17, 8, 74, 93, 18, 14, 98, 26, 3, 64, 67, 59, 

83, 84, 42, 81, 31, 13, 40, 6, 60, 7, 12, 65, 97, 30, 38, 47] 

Variability:  [4, 78, 96, 75, 62, 72, 63, 73, 79, 70, 35, 52, 22, 20, 41, 92, 11, 2, 36, 37, 87, 95, 25, 21, 

71, 34, 50, 91, 48, 29, 33, 68, 85, 94, 49, 82, 51, 46, 77, 59, 58, 56, 53, 80, 57, 86, 89, 61, 10, 44, 81, 
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98, 28, 39, 83, 93, 16, 60, 54, 3, 1, 66, 45, 9, 24, 32, 30, 88, 26, 69, 64, 74, 14, 55, 84, 27, 19, 76, 67, 

15, 7, 18, 23, 17, 97, 8, 43, 38, 42, 5, 31, 90, 65, 47, 6, 40, 13, 12] 

 

Remoteness 1:  [2, 80, 58, 62, 79, 85, 70, 57, 59, 54, 51, 1, 60, 33, 61, 31, 32, 36, 50, 78, 63, 77, 23, 

24, 90, 52, 53, 22, 69, 76, 74, 75, 81, 82, 66, 67, 72, 3, 4, 55, 56, 39, 91, 68, 92, 71, 73, 95, 25, 26, 21, 

28, 37, 38, 34, 14, 42, 20, 46, 83, 84, 43, 47, 17, 27, 87, 88, 64, 65, 96, 86, 89, 93, 94, 35, 10, 13, 44, 

45, 5, 97, 98, 6, 40, 41, 29, 30, 15, 16, 48, 49, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 18, 19] 

 

Remoteness 2: [51, 54, 53, 52, 56, 55, 80, 58, 63, 79, 78, 95, 93, 76, 94, 96, 77, 65, 92, 72, 98, 97, 64, 

75, 81, 91, 57, 46, 40, 90, 42, 82, 73, 41, 39, 44, 62, 74, 59, 43, 45, 38, 37, 50, 47, 71, 66, 84, 83, 2, 36, 

85, 87, 48, 67, 49, 88, 60, 61, 32, 31, 70, 24, 1, 23, 28, 68, 86, 89, 4, 3, 29, 33, 18, 19, 27, 14, 34, 30, 

21, 35, 69, 22, 20, 17, 9, 25, 26, 13, 8, 15, 10, 12, 5, 16, 6, 7, 11] 
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Cost Reduction:  [54, 2, 80, 63, 58, 90, 72, 85, 1, 56, 73, 25, 46, 26, 87, 88, 14, 59, 28, 81, 4, 23, 24, 

83, 53, 5, 22, 94, 29, 57, 30, 27, 43, 13, 21, 44, 45, 47, 69, 20, 71, 40, 37, 12, 34, 9, 41, 79, 82, 78, 42, 

38, 17, 16, 39, 8, 15, 10, 97, 98, 96, 7, 77, 84, 76, 75, 74, 70, 31, 32, 33, 86, 89, 3, 60, 61, 62, 35, 6, 18, 

19, 68, 11, 36, 50, 48, 49, 51, 52, 55, 64, 65, 66, 67, 91, 92, 93, 95] 

Cost Reduction considering frequencies: [54, 2, 80, 63, 90, 24, 23, 72, 58, 56, 1, 73, 37, 87, 88, 26, 

25, 22, 4, 83, 69, 21, 53, 28, 14, 20, 59, 94, 81, 57, 29, 46, 43, 5, 44, 45, 27, 30, 40, 41, 42, 79, 82, 78, 

71, 85, 17, 34, 13, 39, 16, 9, 8, 15, 10, 38, 12, 77, 84, 7, 97, 76, 75, 74, 70, 33, 32, 31, 98, 96, 86, 89, 

3, 60, 61, 62, 35, 6, 18, 19, 68, 11, 36, 50, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52, 55, 64, 65, 66, 67, 91, 92, 93, 95] 

 

Random Order Used: [74, 92, 63, 8, 82, 28, 37, 40, 35, 71, 19, 68, 97, 95, 27, 83, 1, 48, 96, 22, 12, 49, 

87, 54, 6, 53, 90, 89, 43, 32, 70, 80, 73, 24, 58, 52, 75, 72, 64, 88, 29, 36, 98, 81, 69, 78, 44, 67, 38, 76, 

11, 18, 51, 65, 86, 62, 13, 77, 9, 79, 2, 5, 56, 26, 7, 66, 33, 31, 57, 23, 59, 21, 3, 45, 20, 10, 30, 84, 60, 

42, 47, 91, 50, 94, 17, 4, 34, 16, 85, 14, 39, 15, 61, 55, 46, 41, 93, 25] 


